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Abstract
This paper studies the relationship between local personal income tax rates and the attractiveness
of municipalities as residential locations for immigrant inventors in Switzerland. Exploiting sharp differences in top income tax rates across state borders, I find an elasticity of the probability that an inventor takes residence in a municipality with respect to the top net-of-tax rate of around 4. Additional
evidence suggests that inventors’ residential location choices are consequential for the localization of
entrepreneurial activity and local knowledge spillovers.
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Introduction

Many cities and regions are trying to attract highly skilled and inventive individuals as part of their local
development strategy.1 The location choices of these individuals are potentially important for the emergence
of technology clusters and local growth (see, e.g., Kerr 2010). Due to the abolition of migration restrictions
in the process of the European integration and, more broadly, globalization, some European countries have
experienced strong inflows of highly skilled and inventive foreigners in the recent past. Immigrants, unbridled by social ties, are potentially highly responsive to differences in local conditions in their destination
country. In this paper, I study how local personal income tax rates affect the attractiveness of municipalities as residential locations for immigrant inventors, exploiting sharp differences in tax rates for top-income
earners across state borders in Switzerland.
Switzerland provides a useful laboratory for studying the importance of local income tax rates for residential
location choices. Depending on the location, around 40% to 70% of the income tax burden is levied locally.
Due to differences in the progressivity of state tax schedules, differences in income tax rates tend to be most
pronounced for top-income earners. In many cases, geographically proximate municipalities around state
borders exhibit vastly different top income tax rates. As an extreme example, I present a satellite picture of
the two neighboring municipalities Richterswil and Wollerau at the state border between Zürich and Schwyz
(Figure 1). Although they lie only 1.5 kilometers apart, the average income tax rate in Wollerau is 14.35
percentage points lower than the average income tax rate in Richterswil for an individual earning 500,000
CHF (around 450,000 USD) annually. Aside from the high level of fiscal decentralization, Switzerland is
an innovative country that is an attractive destination for foreign inventors. Facilitated by the liberalization
of its labor market for EU nationals in the 2000s, it has experienced a strong inflow of immigrant inventors.
As of 2012, this development has culminated in a situation where more than 40% of all inventors listed on
international patent applications who reside in Switzerland are not Swiss nationals.
To elicit how residential location choices respond to differences in local income tax rates, I exploit variation in tax rates across state borders and focus on residential location choices of immigrant inventors in
neighboring border municipalities. I estimate a discrete choice model at the inventor level in which the
inventor compares her actual observed municipality of residence with a counterfactual neighboring municipality within 5 kilometers (3.1 miles) of distance. Due to the short distance, many unobserved attributes
plausibly remain constant across these two choices. To control for the remaining variation in the distance to
employers, I construct inventor-specific counterfactual commute driving times. The variation in income tax
rates around state borders may be regarded as exogenous if state tax policies are not set according to local
political preferences in state border municipalities.
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At the national level, for example, foreign researchers enjoy tax-exemptions in Denmark, Netherlands and Sweden. Regional
initiatives include public funding for local research institutions (such as Vector Institute Toronto or Givaudan Innovation Center
Zürich), entrepreneurship accelerators (such as Munich Innovation Labs, High Tech XL Netherlands, Startupbootcamp UK) and
talent attraction management centers (such as Global Expat Centre Stockholm, Brainport Eindhoven, Make IT Ireland, TRIEC
Toronto).
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The approach pursued in this paper identifies the elasticity of inventors’ location choices to local tax differences within state border regions. I find estimates of the local elasticity with respect to the net-of-tax rate
that applies to an income of 500,000 CHF annually, corresponding to the 99.5th percentile in income, of
around 4. Supporting evidence suggests that local public spending and housing price do not attenuate the
incentive to move into municipalities that have lower top income tax rates. Inventors appear less reponsive
to differences in income tax rates that apply to lower income levels.
In my setting, local tax differences are largely attributed to differentials in the state-specific progression
from median to top income tax rates, and do not apply to the wider population. Progressivity in the income
tax schedule may be expected to have a particularly detrimental effect for inventors, as it increases the expected tax burden for their (typically) more variable or success-dependent compensation. E.g., in Zürich,
the expected tax burden for an annual income drawn from the distribution (1/3 100,000 CHF, 1/3 300,000
CHF, 1/3 500,000 CHF) is 4.2% higher than for a fixed income of 300,000 CHF. When I focus on the ratio
of top and median net-of-tax rate, I find a local elasticity of around 4.8.
Local income tax rates and residential location choices of immigrant inventors affect local innovative development: I document that when immigrant inventors become entrepreneurs, they tend to establish new
R&D-oriented ventures close to their residence. As a result, entrepreneurial activity of immigrant inventors
is clustered on the side of the state border that exhibits lower personal top income tax rates. Furthermore, I
show that knowledge spillovers, measured by citations to the immigrant inventor’s patents, appear to decline
sharply with distance. Inventors residing in the same municipality are distinctively more likely to cite the
work of the immigrant inventor.
The results of this paper are relevant in the context of the European Union, which faces an increasingly
relevant group of “footloose” highly-skilled individuals. When these individuals are inclined to take advantage of local tax differences, the incentive for local tax competition arises. The European Union features
densely populated border regions and large tax differences between neighboring countries. As legal and
cultural barriers recede, places that border low-tax regions may find themselves at the risk of being stunted
in their innovative development.

1.1

Related Literature

This paper complements previous studies of tax-induced mobility of inventors and highly-skilled individuals. Akcigit, Baslandze and Stantcheva (2016) find that prolific inventors migrate between countries in
response to changes in personal top income tax rates. Their estimate of the elasticity of the number of
foreign inventors (in a country) with respect to the top net-of-tax rate is 1. Moretti and Wilson (2017) examine the mobility responses of inventors to changes in personal top income tax rates across US states and
find a corresponding elasticity with respect to the top net-of-tax rate of 1.8. Kleven, Landais, Saez and
Schultz (2014) and Akcigit, Baslandze and Stantcheva (2016) examine the introduction of a preferential
tax scheme for foreign researchers and highly-paid employees in Denmark. Their findings suggest that the
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program, which lowered the income tax burden on immigrants during the first 5 years after the move, was
successful in attracting inventors and other highly-paid individuals. I extend these studies by showing that
cross-country differences in tax rates not only induce migration of inventors, but that local tax rates matter
for where inventors locate in their destination country. Since inventors may migrate between countries for
reasons that are unrelated to tax differences at the national level, this may constitute an important additional
margin of independent interest.
The Swiss federalist fiscal system has served as a backdrop for other research on the relationship of local income taxes and location choices. Schmidheiny (2006a) studies the location choices of households in
the Basel area and finds that rich households are more likely to move to low-tax municipalities than poor
households. Liebig, Puhani and Sousa-Poza (2006) find that changes in tax rates in municipalities between
1995 and 2000 predict out-migration of university graduates. Exploiting differences in income tax rates
across municipal boundaries, Basten, von Ehrlich and Lassmann (2017) find strong elasticities of rental
prices to local income taxes and a higher marginal willingness to pay for lower taxes for individuals with
higher income. Schmidheiny and Slotwinsky (2018) study foreign employees residing in Switzerland with
an income below 120,000 CHF annually, whose local income tax burden changes due to a change in their
visa status after 5 years of residence. They find that households that are subsequently exposed to higher
local income tax rates are more likely to move out of their initial municipality of residence. Roller and
Schmidheiny (2018) show descriptively that income sorting of high-income households into low-tax municipalities has effectively undermined the (intended) income progressivity of tax rates in Switzerland. I
present related results for a particular group of individuals, foreign inventors. Although in principle similar
to other groups of highly-skilled workers, the view has been purported that pecuniary incentives may not be
quite as effective for creative or inventive individuals (see Florida 2002, Stern 2004).
The present paper is related to studies of policies and conditions for local innovative development and local
entrepreneurship. An extensive literature has documented the relationship between agglomeration and innovation (Glaeser, Rosenthal and Strange 2010). Kerr (2010) studies locations that became regional innovation
hotspots. He shows that, following an initial “breakthrough”, other scientists and engineers follow and refine
the initial invention. His findings indicate that the speed of patenting growth at the new hotspot is particularly high in technologies reliant on immigrants, who are more mobile than domestics. Entrepreneurship
and small average-establishment size exhibit a strong relationship with subsequent local growth (Glaeser,
Rosenthal and Strange 2010). A seminal paper in this vein is Glaeser, Pekkala Kerr and Kerr (2015), who
show that historical mines in the US crowded out local entrepreneurship in nearby towns in the 1970s, which
lead to long-term declines in local growth.2 The special role and importance of highly-skilled immigrants in
domestic innovation and entrepreneurship has been highlighted in numerous studies (Bernstein, Diamond,
McQuade and Pousada 2018, Foley and Kerr 2013, Pekkala Kerr and Kerr 2019, Kerr and Mandorff 2019).
Foreigners tend to be more innovative, more mobile and more entrepreneurial than domestics.
2

A more recent paper on the role of entrepreneurs in city growth is Hausman (2020). Papers on fiscal policies at the sub-national
level that promote innovation in the US context include Akcigit et al. (2018) for income taxes and Moretti and Wilson (2014) for
R&D subsidies.
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A voluminous literature has shown that innovation generates localized knowledge spillovers, using patent
citation data. Important examples include Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson (1993), Belenzon and Schankerman (2013) and Marx and Singh (2013). I verify the relevance of this mechanism in my setting by showing
that patent citations to immigrant inventors’ patents decline with distance, and are distinctively more likely
if the inventors reside in the same municipality. Work by Bell et al. (2019) suggests that there may also be
local spillovers to the general population: They show that children that grow up in neighborhoods with high
innovation rates are more likely to become inventors as adults. They attribute their findings to role model
and social network effects.
Lastly, the present paper is related to a strand of literature on mobility responses of highly-skilled individuals to local amenities at a microgeographic or sub-national level (see Scott 2010, Faggian and McCann
2009, Brown and Scott 2012). Most notably, Dahl and Sorensen (2010) find that domestic scientists and
technical workers in Denmark forgo professional opportunities to a substantial degree because of social ties.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes data and the institutional background. Section 3 outlines the empirical strategy. Section 4 presents the main results on the relationship
between top income tax rates and residential location choices. Section 5 shows results on local innovative
development. Section 6 concludes.

2

Data and Background

2.1

Immigrant inventors in Switzerland

The data on immigrant inventors used in this paper is based on patent application data from the inventor
mobility database by Miguélez and Fink (2013). The crucial feature of the patent applications included in
the database is that patent applicants were required to declare the nationality of the inventors.3 All patent
applications in this database were filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). PCT patent applications, often referred to as “international applications”, are typically filed with the intention to protect the
invention globally in a large number of jurisidictions. Following Miguélez and Fink (2013), information
on the inventor’s nationality and country of residence may be combined to measure aggregate international
PCT inventors’ migration flows. Figure 7 (Appendix) shows the increase in the total number of foreign
PCT inventors in Switzerland from 1995 to 2011, as provided by Miguélez and Fink (2013). In Figure 8
(Appendix), I present the evolution of the share of foreign PCT inventors in the total number of resident
PCT inventors for Switzerland and other selected countries between 1995 and 2011. The graphs suggest
that immigrant inventors account for a large share of the overall level of innovation captured by PCT patent
applications in Switzerland, and that the importance of immigrant inventors has increased disproportionately relative to domestic inventors over time, especially when compared to other innovative nations. In the
3

The institutional features are described in detail in Miguélez and Fink (2013). The requirement to report inventor nationality
was abolished in 2012.
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Appendix, I provide information on the Swiss system for work-based immigration.
I extract all non-Swiss inventors who reside in Switzerland and appear on at least one PCT patent application filed between 2005 and 2012. In addition, I collect address data for the applicants listed on the PCT
patent applications via Patentscope, the bibliographic database of the World Intellectual Property Organization. I geocode the address of the inventor and the address of the applicant, the presumed employer of the
inventor, at the municipality level and disambiguate inventors by name. Additional information on this process is provided in the Appendix. Henceforth, I will refer to the municipality where the inventor is located
as the “residence” of the inventor, and the municipality where the patent applicant is located as the “workplace” of the inventor. In total, there are 4,922 distinct inventors and 5,706 inventor-residence-workplace
triples included in the dataset. If an inventor appears in more than one municipality of residence or in more
than one workplace, i.e. if the inventor moves or switches workplace, the inventor is included more than
once. However, depending on the context, I will refer to an inventor-residence-workplace triple simply as
an inventor for reasons of legibility.
The spatial distribution of immigrant inventors
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of inventor residences in my dataset. The distribution of distance
between the municipality of residence and the workplace, measured in minutes of driving time, is presented
in Figure 3. 28% of inventors live in the same municipality as they work in, 42.5% cover a strictly positive
but short distance of less than 30 minutes of driving time (one-way), 18.7% reside within 30 to 60 minutes
of driving time and 10.7% are farther than 60 minutes away from their workplace. Figure 9 (Appendix)
presents the spatial distribution of inventor workplaces.
In my research design, I focus on municipalities located at state borders. Figure 10 (Appendix) shows
the spatial distribution of inventors who reside in municipalities that lie within 5 kilometers (km) of a state
border.4 I record 972 distinct inventors (1,090 inventor-residence-workplace) in state border municipalities,
corresponding to 19.7% of all inventors in my dataset. 567 distinct state border municipalities in Switzerland are either the observed residence for at least one inventor, or lie within 5 km of distance of at least one
inventor’s residence. In 2010, 22.8% of the general population of Switzerland resided in this set of municipalities. Henceforth, I refer to these 567 municipalities as the set of “state border municipalities”, although
it should be noted that many border municipalities in the south and south-east of Switzerland are omitted,
as they are too remote to attract inventors.5 Descriptive statistics for municipalities are presented in Table 1.
State border municipalities do not include dense urban areas and are more homogenous in terms of size and
number of resident inventors when compared to the entire set of Swiss municipalities, as evidenced by the
reduction in the standard deviation of the corresponding variables.
4
The distance between municipalities is given by the straight-line distance between the centroids of the municipalities. A
municipality is defined to lie within 5 km of a state border if it there is at least one other municipality within 5 km of distance that
is located in a different state.
5
I also exclude the state border between Basel-Land and Basel-Stadt. The city of Basel is an outlier in that it is both, a
municipality and a state, and that it is the only city whose catchment area is delimited by a state border.
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Entrepreneurial activity of immigrant inventors
To track the entrepreneurial activity of immigrant inventors in my sample, I match inventors to founders of
R&D-oriented ventures in official commercial state registers, based on name and nationality. In addition, I
require that the stated purpose of the business, as recorded in the register, contains a keyword that indicates
a research- or technology-orientation of the venture. More information is provided in the Appendix. In total,
I find 471 R&D-oriented ventures founded between 2005 and 2012 by 385 immigrant inventors in Switzerland in the sample. In section 5.1, I discuss that R&D-oriented ventures founded by immigrant inventors
exhibit high growth potential, as evidenced by the amount of funds raised in venture capital.
For only 5.14% of the PCT patents in the sample, the applicant is either the inventor herself or an R&Doriented venture founded by the inventor. Conversely, this suggests that most of the inventive activity captured by the PCT patents in the sample was performed as staff for Swiss employers. For around 60% of
inventors who appear as entrepreneurs, the applicants of their PCT patent applications were other Swiss
employers, and not their own venture. The timing of the filing of patent applications and the incorporation
of ventures suggests that for the majority of entrepreneur inventors, entrepreneurial activity is preceded by
a period of employment by a Swiss employer.

2.2

Income tax rates

In Switzerland, income taxes are levied by the 26 states (“cantons”), the municipalities and by the federal
republic. I collect harmonized income tax rates for all municipalities in Switzerland for the years 2010-2012
from the Federal Tax Administration. For the years 2005-2009, data on municipal income tax rates was
graciously provided by Parchet (2019). All income tax rates that I use throughout this paper are given by
the tax burden in percent of the individual gross income levied by the state and the municipality, excluding
the federal income tax, for a single income earner with no children for different income levels. The tax base
that is subject to the income tax is very broad and encompasses, among other sources, wage income, capital
income, rental income and the imputed rental value of owned real estate. Income taxes are solely based on
the location of residence.
Similar to Moretti and Wilson (2017) and Akcigit, Baslandze and Stantcheva (2016), I do not observe actual
inventor income. Following the aforementioned papers, I focus on tax rates for the top income percentiles.
Since the inventors in my dataset are inventors of PCT patents, which capture the commercially most valuable patents, this assumption seems sensible.6 I assume an annual income in the range from 200,000 CHF
(around 180,000 USD in 2010) to 500,000 CHF (around 450,000 USD in 2010), thereby covering the range
from the 97th to the 99.5th percentile in taxable income. I will refer to the income tax rate for an annual
income of 500,000 CHF as the “top income tax rate”. To be clear, all tax rates are average tax rates, not
marginal tax rates. Figure 4 shows a map of top income tax rates in Switzerland for the year 2010. Corre6

The relationship between the number of foreign of PCT inventors in a country and the top income tax rate is also studied in
Akcigit, Baslandze and Stantcheva (2016). They find very similar results for PCT inventors and “star inventors”, who constitute the
top-1 percent of inventors in terms of quality-adjusted patent output.
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sponding maps for income tax rates that apply to annual income levels of 200,000 CHF, 300,000 CHF and
400,000 CHF can be found in the Appendix.
Differences in income tax rates across state borders
In the tax setting process, states choose the basic tax schedule, that establishes the degree of income progressivity. Differences in state tax schedules result in a marked “state border effect” for top income tax rates,
which is evident in Figure 4. Each municipality selects a constant multiplier that is applied to tax rates across
all income brackets. The fact that municipalities control the level of tax rates, but not their progressivity, has
implications for the structure of tax differences that are observed across state borders. Focusing on drops
in the tax burden of top-income earners across state borders, I depict the distribution of the difference in
top income tax rates between sorted pairs of neighboring municipalities in the left graph of Figure 5. The
average difference in top income tax rates between border municipalities is 2.87 percentage points, with a
standard-deviation of 2.40 percentage points. Border regions around the smaller states in central Switzerland, Zug and Schwyz exhibit differences in top income tax rates between neighboring municipalities of up
to 16 percentage points.
In the following, I show that decreases in the tax burden of top-income earners across state borders can
largely be attributed to differences in the state-specific progressivity of tax schedules, rather than be attributed to differences in the level of taxes that apply to the wider population. This implies that when
top-income earners face a negative differential between tax rates in border municipalities, lower income
groups tend to face (in absolute terms) smaller negative or even positive tax differentials in tax rates. In the
right graph of Figure 5, I decompose the difference in the top income tax rate into the difference in the tax
rate that applies to an annual income of 80,000 CHF, which was close to the median income in Switzerland
in 2010 and into the difference in the income progression from median to top income tax rates. Overall, I
find that 2.59 percentage points (correspondent to 90%) of the total average difference in the tax burden of
top-income earners across state borders can be attributed to differences in income progression.
The difference in income progression can be rearranged and expressed as the difference in the relative
tax burden of top-income and median-income earners. A positive difference in income progression in the
right graph of Figure 5 indicates that top-income earners benefit from a relatively larger difference in tax
rates when moving to the municipality that promises lower top income tax rates. I find this to be case for
87% of pairs of state border municipalities. A negative difference in median income tax rates in the right
graph of Figure 5 indicates that the border municipality with the lower top income tax rate exhibits a higher
median income tax rate, which I find to be the case in 47% of pairs of state border municipalities.
In Figure 16 (Appendix), I present corresponding graphs for income tax rates that apply to annual income
levels of 200,000 CHF, 300,000 CHF and 400,000 CHF. The graphs suggest that, as income levels are lowered, differences in income tax rates between state border municipalities become gradually more correlated
with differences in median income tax rates. Differences in income tax rates that apply to an annual income
8

level of 200,000 CHF are markedly more correlated with differences in median income tax rates. I find that
around 18%, 45% and 75% of the average difference in income tax rates that apply to annual income levels
of 200,000 CHF, 300,000 CHF and 400,000 CHF respectively can be attributed to differences in income
progression.

2.3

Additional data

Additional data on municipal amenities is obtained from the Swiss Statistical Office. A description can
be found in the Appendix. For computational reasons, I try to keep the set of control variables as small
as possible. In my empirical strategy, I mainly absorb variation between municipalities by focusing on
pairs of neighboring municipalities. To control for differences in the inventor-specific commute, I obtain
counterfactual driving times between municipalities and the workplace of the inventor from Google Maps.
This accounts for differences in highway connections and scenic obstacles that increase commute. I record
the inventor-specific match in language based on the nationality of the inventor and the share of the general
population in the municipality that speaks German or French. In addition, I collect data on municipality population size, distance to the national border, whether the municipality possesses a lakefront, public transport
usage, school graduation rate, crime rate and local public spending.

3
3.1

Empirical Strategy
Preview

The empirical strategy to examine the relationship between local personal income tax rates and the probability that an immigrant inventor locates in a municipality has two key features: First, in order to control
for unobserved attributes of municipalities that are spatially correlated, I focus on relative choices between
neighboring municipalities that lie no further than 5 kilometers (km) apart. Second, I utilize the state border
as a source of variation in top income tax rates. The main model is a discrete location choice model at the
inventor level in which the inventor compares her actual observed municipality of residence with a counterfactual neighboring municipality within 5 km of distance that belongs to a different state. The approach
identifies the elasticity of inventors’ location choices to local tax differences within state border regions.
However, I later extend the model by allowing for choices between state border regions and their adjacent
state inner regions.
When I restrict attention to pairs of neighboring municipalities, it is reasonable to assume that the inventor
can work for the same set of employers from both locations, and therefore attain the same before-tax income. In general, inventors may be dependent on specialized employers and hence, may be geographically
restricted in their residential location choice. Aside from before-tax income, I expect differences in climate, local prices of goods and services, and differences in value derived from local infrastructure or leisure
amenities to be minimal due to the short distance. To absorb some of the remaining variation between municipalities, I include controls for the amenities described in section 2.3.
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While the relevant state borders do not act as barriers to the mobility of inventors, they provide a source
of sharp variation in top income tax rates. Compared to an approach that exploits variation between municipalities within states, focusing on state borders allows me to allay the following concerns: First, differences
in the level of top income tax rates between municipalities may be correlated with differences in local political preferences. Second, local tax competition may force municipalities to match top income tax rates of
neighboring municipalities whenever strong mobility responses of top-income earners may be expected.
Differences in the level of top income tax rates between neighboring municipalities within states are the
result of differences in the outcomes of municipal-level elections. In contrast, state tax policies are not under direct control of individual municipalities. The first approach exploits differences in tax-levels that can
be attributed to state tax policies. I construct the synthetic top income tax rate in a border municipality as the
average of top income tax rates of all other municipalities in the same state, excluding municipalities that
lie within 5 km of distance of the municipality under consideration. Although, strictly speaking, individual
border municipalities may have a non-negligible influence on state tax policies, state-level differences provide an arguably more exogenous source of variation. In robustness checks, I exclude state border regions
that may have a larger influence on state tax policies.
Whenever strong mobility responses may be expected, municipalities may be forced to match top income
tax rates of neighboring municipalities. This is supported by Eugster and Parchet (2019), who show that taxgradients along the French/German language border in the Swiss state of Bern are smooth despite demonstrated differences in tax-preferences between German and French municipalities. However, differences in
the state-specific tax progressivity limit the ability of municipalities to match top income tax rates of neighboring municipalities in adjacent states. Municipalities are only able to adjust the state-specific tax schedule
by choosing a constant multiplier that is applied across all tax brackets. Hence, competing in top income
tax rates with a neighboring muncipality that exhibits a lower degree of tax progressivity is virtually incompatible with ensuring sufficient tax collection from median-income earners.
Naturally, it is expected that tax differences capitalize in housing prices. However, leveraging the divergence of the difference in top income and median income tax rates across state borders, I show that housing
price differentials appear determined by median income tax rates, rather than by top income tax rates. Consequently, housing prices do not appear to dampen the incentives to move into municipalities with lower
top income tax rates in my setting. The observed pattern is consistent with a sorting model in which all
income classes partake in an unsegmented housing market and the price of the amenity, i.e. lower taxes, is
determined by the median valuation.
A downside of the empirical strategy is that there is a greater degree of institutional heterogeneity between
states than there is within states. I try to allay concerns that my estimates are biased by unobserved heterogeneity between states that is correlated with tax rates by examining the main spending items on state
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budgets.

3.2

A conditional logit model of inventors’ residential location choices

I will now turn to the residential location choice model. I assume that the choice of the inventor has a nested
structure, where inventors first choose a region and then a municipality. I first partition the set of all municipalities in Switzerland S into a set of regions R = {r1 , r2 , .., r|R| }. I denote by r : S → R the function that
assigns each municipality its respective region.
The indirect utility that inventor i ∈ I derives when she resides in municipality m ∈ S is given by the
nested logit model
uim = αf (τm , Yim ) + βXim + γZir(m) + νim ,

(1)

where τm is the income tax schedule in municipality m, Yim is the before-tax income that inventor i attains
in municipality m, Xim is a vector of attributes that varies by municipality within a region and Zir(m) is
a vector of attributes that varies by region. νim is an error term drawn from a generalized extreme value
distribution, whose joint cumulate distribution function is given by F (νim1 , νim2 , .., νim|S| ) =

P
P
exp − r∈R ( m∈r e−νim /θ )θ . The “dissimilarity parameter” θ governs the amount of correlation between the inventor-idiosyncratic taste draws for municipalities within the same region, with lower values
indicating more correlation.7 In the following subsections, I provide standard derivations for elasticities in
the nested logit model, lay out the estimation strategy and address the issue of housing prices
Local within-region choices
The probability that inventor i chooses municipality m, conditional on her choosing region r(m), is given
by
Pim|ir(m) = P

eVim

Vim0
m0 ∈r(m) e

,

(2)

where Vim = α/θf (τm , Yim ) + β/θXim , which is the component of the utility that is derived from
municipality-specific attributes divided by the dissimilarity parameter. Inspired by the convention to refer to (2) as the “lower model” in nested logit models, I refer to it as the “local model”. It describes the local
within-region choice, assuming Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) among municipalities in the
same region.

When I let f (τm , Yim ) be given by log (1 − τm )Yim = log(1 − τm ) + log(Yim ), the elasticity of the
probability that inventor i locates in municipality m with respect to its own net-of-tax rate, and with respect
7
θ ranges between 0 and 1. As θ → 0, the error terms of municipalities in the same region become highly correlated. As θ → 1,
they become independent and the model converges to the standard multinomial logit model without a nested structure.
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to the net-of-tax rate of other municipalities in the same region, are given by

d log Pim|ir(m)
α
1 − Pim|ir(m) and
=
d log(1 − τm )
θ
d log Pim|ir(m)
α
= − Pim0 |ir(m)0 if r(m0 ) = r(m)
d log(1 − τm0 )
θ

(3)

respectively. In the vein of Kleven et al. (2013), I define the average own local tax-elasticity of municipality
m as
loc
m ≡

d log

P

i∈Ir(m)

Pim|ir(m)


=

d log(1 − τm )

α
=
θ

P

i∈Ir(m) (1−Pim|ir(m) )Pim|ir(m)

P

i∈Ir(m)


d log Pim|ir(m) /d log(1 − τm ) Pim|ir(m)
P
i∈Ir(m) Pim|ir(m)

P

Pim|ir(m)

i∈Ir(m)

(4)


α
1 − P̄m|r(m) ,
=
θ

where P̄m|r(m) is a weighted average of the probability to locate in a municipality m conditional on locating
in region r(m) across inventors i ∈ Ir(m) (the set of inventors that reside in region r(m)), with weights
given by Pim|ir(m) . I define the average own local tax-elasticity across all municipalities in some subset
S 0 ⊆ S as
X
loc
S0 ≡

loc
m

P

i∈Ir (m) Pim|ir

m∈S 0

X P

i∈Ir (m) Pim|ir



X P



i∈Ir (m) (1

=

α m∈S 0
X P
θ

m∈S 0

− Pim|ir )Pim|ir

i∈Ir (m) Pim|ir




=


α
1 − P̄|S 0 ,
θ

(5)

m∈S 0

where P̄|S 0 is a weighted average of the conditional choice probabilities across inventors and municipalities.
The next section lays out that, given the municipality specific attributes (τ, Y, X), α/θ and β/θ are identified and can be estimated by focusing on local within-region choices. Equations (4) and (5) suggest that the
average local tax-elasticities are tightly bounded from above by α/θ.
Estimating local tax-elasticities in border regions
This section discusses the estimation of local tax-elasticities, focusing exclusively on state border regions.
The region-specific attributes Z, which explain between-region choices, are treated as unobserved by the
researcher. I split the region partition R into a set of border regions B = {b1 , b2 , .., b|B| } and into a set of
non-border regions N = {n1 , n2 , .., n|N | }.
My empirical strategy estimates local tax-elasticities solely based on choices between neighboring municipalities in border regions. I compare the inventor’s actual observed municipality of residence with a
counterfactual neighboring municipality within 5 kilometers (3.1 miles) of distance on the other side of the
state border. The advantage of this strategy is that potential differences in unobserved components of the
municipality-specific vector of attributes (Y, X) are absorbed, as long as they do not vary across neighbor12

ing municipalities, or are at least considerably reduced.
The set of counterfactual municipalities for inventor i, who resides in municipality mi , is defined as
CF(mi ) ≡ {m0 ∈ b(mi )|d(mi , m0 ) < 5 km ∧ state(mi ) 6= state(m0 )}, where b(mi ) is the border region in
which mi lies and d is the distance between the actual and the counterfactual municipality of residence. In
Figure 6, I illustrate the counterfactual municipalities for an inventor who resides in Richterswil (Zürich) at
the state border between Zürich and Schwyz, which include Wollerau (Schwyz) and Feusisberg (Schwyz).
The set of state border municipalities, denoted SB, comprises 567 municipalities. The distribution of inventors in state border municipalities is depicted in Figure 10 (Appendix).8 The associated border regions
are given by pairs of states that have a common border (e.g. Zürich/Aargau, Aargau/Luzern, etc.).
Any inventor i that resides in a border region is assigned a randomly generated choice set that comprises
mi , i0 s actual observed municipality of residence, and a randomly chosen counterfactual municipality from
CF(mi ). All counterfactual municipalities have the same chance to be included in the choice pair. The
distribution over choice pairs for inventor i is therefore given by P ({mi , m0 }|i) = 1/|CF(mi )| for all
m0 ∈ CF(mi ).
Then, for any simulated random assignment of choice pairs across inventors, I define the modified likelihood function
α β 
L ,
=
θ θ

X
i∈I|mi ∈SB

(
log

eVimi (α/θ,β/θ)−log(|CF(mi )|)
eVimi (α/θ,β/θ)−log(|CF(mi )|) + e

Vim0 (α/θ,β/θ)−log(|CF(m0i )|)

)
,

(6)

i


where Vim (α/θ, β/θ) = α/θ log(1 − τm ) + log(Yim ) + β/θXim .9 Notably, all municipality-specific
attributes that are constant across the two municipalities drop out of the modified likelihood function. In
particular, the unobserved attainable before-tax income Yim does not affect the choice between the two municipalities, as long as it is assumed that any employer that can be reached from one municipality can also
be reached from the neighboring municipality.
d β/θ)
d are consistent estimators, as was
In spite of the random draw of choice pairs, the maximizers (α/θ,
8

The strategy necessitates that I drop all border municipalities which are neither the observed municipality of residence for at
least one inventor, nor lie within 5 km of distance of such a municipality.
Many border municipalities in the south
nS
o and south-east
are therefore not considered. It may formally be defined as SB ≡
CF(m
)
∪
{m
}
CF(m
)
is
non-empty
.
i
i
i
i∈I
9
Compared to the standard likelihood function used for multinomial logit models, L adds extra probability weights that adjust
for the uneven sampling of counterfactual municipalities; municipalities from larger sets CF are less likely sampled.
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shown in the seminal work by McFadden (1978).10 In principle, the random draw of choice pairs can
d β/θ)
d T =
be simulated arbitrarily often. If the repeat simulations are independent, the estimator (α/θ,
P
T
1
d d
t=1 (α/θ, β/θ)t is consistent, where T is the number of simulations. Intuitively, I hope to mitigate the
T
uncertainty that solely stems from the simulation of the choice pairs with this strategy. I estimate confidence
d β/θ)
d T by re-sampling inventors with replacement.11 As a goodness-of-fit measure, I
intervals for (α/θ,
P
compute the average McFadden R-squared T1 Tt=1 (1 − Lt /L0 ), where Lt is the value of the modified
d β/θ)
d t and L0 is the modified likelihood at (α/θ, β/θ) = 0.
likelihood evaluated at the maximizer (α/θ,
The average local tax elasticity across all state border municipalities loc
SB may be estimated by multiply
T
[ . A subtle, but important point is that, while the
d with the corrective factor 1 − P̄
ing the estimand α/θ
|SB

T

d only relies on the assumption of homogeneity across neighboring
validity of the coefficient estimate α/θ
[ requires homogeneity across all municipalimunicipalities, estimating the exact choice probabilities P̄
|SB

d T as the main result. At least for
ties within the region. For this reason, I report the coefficient estimate α/θ
regions that feature a non-trivial number of municipalities, this estimate provides a tight upper bound for
the local average tax elasticity in the region. However, I also provide an estimate for loc
SB , which I find to be
only around 9% lower.
Extension: Between-region choices
The local tax elasticities identified in the previous sections condition on the chosen region, and therefore
determine the relative choice probabilities between municipalities within the same region. In this section,
I consider the between-region margin in the inventor’s location choice. In contrast to the previous section,
attributes that affect between-region choices are treated as observed. I assume that inventors deem multiple
regions as a-priori viable and that tax rates affect not only within-region choices, but also between-region
choices.
10

The formal statement is as follows:

Corollary 1. (McFadden 1978, Ch.7, Theorem 2) For any simulated random assignment of choice pairs, let L(β) be the associated
modified likelihood function. Then, β̂ = argmaxβ L(β) converges in probability to β ∗ as the number of inventors |I| → ∞.
Proof. Note that the distribution P , from which the choice pairs are drawn, does satisfy the “Positive Conditioning Property” in
McFadden (1978). The property states that for any pair of alternatives (a, b), choice set D and distribution P , it holds true that
b ∈ D and P (D|a was chosen) > 0 implies P (D|b was chosen) > 0. This is satisfied in my case because for any revealed choices
by inventors i and j, mi and mj , mj ∈ CF5km (mi ) implies that mi ∈ CF5km (mj ) (since distance is symmetric) and hence




P {mi , mj }|i > 0 implies P {mi , mj }|j > 0
Therefore, I can apply Theorem 2 in McFadden (1978) and use the modified likelihood function specified in the Theorem.
11

Re-sampling is carried out at the inventor level, not at the inventor-residence-workplace level. To keep this procedure computationally feasible, I choose T = 50 and re-sample inventors 500 times.
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The probability that inventor i chooses region r in the between-region model is given by
X

eγZir +θKir
Vim
where
K
=
log
e
ir
γZir0 +θKir0
r0 ∈R e
m∈r

Pir = P

(7)

where K is the “inclusive value” obtained from the local within-region model. The elasticity of the probability that inventor i locates in municipality m with respect to its own net-of-tax rate, and with respect to the
net-of-tax rate of another municipality that lies either in the same or in a different region, are given by
!
d log Pim
α
1 − (1 − θ)Pim|ir(m) − θPim ,
=
d log(1 − τm )
θ


d log Pim
1−θ
= −α Pim0 +
Pim0 |ir(m0 ) if r(m0 ) = r(m) and
d log(1 − τm0 )
θ
d log Pim
= −αPim0 if r(m) 6= r(m0 )
d log(1 − τm0 )

(8)

where Pim = Pir(m) Pim|ir(m) . This suggests that the inventor-specific elasticity to locate in municipality

m with respect to the net-of-tax rate of municipality m0 is ( 1θ − 1)/Pir(m0 ) *100% higher when m and m0
lie in the same region.
Averaging the municipalities’ tax-elasticities with respect to their own net-of-tax rates in the between-region
model yields the analogues to (4) and (5),
glo
m

α
≡
1 − (1 − θ)P̄¯m|r(m) − θP̄¯m
θ

!
and

glo
S0

α
≡
1 − (1 − θ)P̄¯|S 0 − θP̄¯S 0
θ

!
,

(9)

P
P
P
P
where P̄¯m|r(m) = i∈I Pim|ir(m) Pim / i∈I Pim , P̄¯m = i∈I Pim Pim / i∈I Pim ,
P
P
P
P
P̄¯|S 0 = i∈I,m∈S 0 Pim|ir(m) Pim / i∈I,m∈S Pim and P̄¯S 0 = i∈I,m∈S 0 Pim Pim / i∈I,m∈S 0 Pim .
I estimate the parameter θ as follows: given the estimated inclusive values K̂ from the local model, I
maximize the criterion function

(




L0 θ, γ =

X
i∈I

e

log

)

γZiri +θK̂iri −log(|CFR(ri )|)

γZiri +θK̂iri −log(|CFR(ri )|)

e

γZir0 +θK̂ir0 −log(|CFR(ri0 )|)

+e

i

,(10)

i

where ri is the region that inventor i resides in and ri0 is a randomly chosen region from the set CFR(ri ),
the set of counterfactual regions of ri .12 For state border regions, the set of counterfactual regions is given
by the (two) adjacent state inner regions. For state inner regions, the counterfactual regions are given by all
adjacent state border regions. Region-specific attributes that are constant across adjacent state inner regions
and state border regions drop out of the criterion function. State inner regions are defined as the set of all
municipalities in a state that do not belong to any state border region. To be clear, (10) requires that I also
12

All counterfactual regions have the same chance to be drawn.
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include all inventors that reside in state inner regions.
In the baseline version of the between-region model, I omit region-specific attributes and compute the estiP 0
0
mator θ̂T = T10 Tt=1 θ̂t across T 0 = 20 simulations of random assignments of counterfactual regions. The
sequential estimation of the lower and the upper model in nested logit models yields consistent estimates.13
An estimate of the average of the municipality-specific elasticities in state border municipalities glo
SB is ob
T
0 ˆ
0 ˆ
¯
¯
T
T
d with the corrective factor 1 − (1 − θ̂ )P̄
tained by multiplying α/θ
− θ̂ P̄SB .
|SB

The validity of the between-region model requires additional assumptions that go beyond the local withinregion model. First, estimating θ requires homogeneity across all municipalities in adjacent state border
regions and state inner regions, not only homogeneity across neighboring municipalities or within regions.
Second, calculating choice probabilities in the between-region model and estimating between-region elasticities requires, in addition, also homogeneity between regions that are non-adjacent.

3.3

Model for local within-region choices at the municipality level

In this section, I aggregate inventors’ location choices at the municipality level and estimate a model following the approach of Moretti and Wilson (2017). This model facilitates more accurate inference when the
choices of inventors are confounded by unobserved municipality-specific factors. I continue to assume that
inventors’ location choices have a nested structure and, unless otherwise stated, all definitions from section
3.2 apply.
The utility of inventor i ∈ I when she resides in municipality m ∈ S is given by the nested logit model
0
+ γZir(m) + νim ,
u0im = αf (τm , Ym0 ) + βXm

(11)

defined as in (1), except that the vector of attributes (Y 0 , X 0 ) is independent of the identity of the inventor.
However, as long as I focus on local within-region choices, I may allow for inventor-specific variation in Z
(e.g. an inventor may view all municipalities in a given region as within a reasonable commuting distance,
but not regions that are further away). The log-odds ratio for any pair of municipalities (m, m0 ) in the same
region r(m) = r(m0 ) is given by14
log

Pm|r(m)
Pm0 |r(m0 )

!
= ∆ log Pm|r(m) =

α
α
β
0
∆ log(1 − τm ) + ∆ log(Ym0 ) + ∆Xm
.
θ
θ
θ

(12)

Instead of computing the maximum-likelihood function across inventors, I leverage the moment condition
implied by (12), assuming that the observed local inventor-shares across municipalities correspond in expectation to the municipality-level local choice probabilities. As in section 3.2, I focus on pairs of neighboring
13

See, e.g. . However, joint estimation is more efficient, which is, given the computational burden, infeasible in my setting.
I drop all inventor-specific attributes (e.g. commute). However, I re-introduce them as municipality-specific attributes on the
RHS as the average difference in the attribute across inventors in the region.
14
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municipalities that are separated by a state border. From the set of state border municipalities SB that was
defined in the previous section, I match every municipality to the closest neighbor with replacement. I eliminate redundant pairs, but allow individual municipalities to appear in more than one pair of state border
municipalities.15 I obtain 438 pairs, denoted by SBP .
Assuming that differences in attainable before-tax income Y 0 and unobserved components of X 0 are absorbed with this strategy, I estimate the parameters (α/θ, β/θ) by minimizing the criterion function
M

α β 
,
=
θ θ

X
(m,m0 )∈SBP


 2
α
β
0
,
wm,m0 ∆ log sm|r(m) −
∆ log(1 − τm ) + ∆Xm
θ
θ

(13)

where sm|r(m) is the share of inventors in region r(m) that reside in m and wm,m0 is the combined (general) population in m and m0 . In other words, I estimate (12) with Least-Squares, replacing the choice
probabilities Pm|r(m) with the observed inventor-shares sm|r(m) and weighting observations by the size of
municipalities.
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A downside of model (13) is that for municipalities in which no inventor resides, the shares sm|r(m) must

be imputed with strictly positive values. In the baseline specification, I assign s0m|r(m) = 1/ |Ir(m) | ∗ P ,
where P ≤ 2 is a natural number that acts as a penalizing factor. Results are always based on the penalizing
factor that yields the most conservative estimate. In alternative specifications, I increment the number of
inventors in all municipalities by one before estimating (13), or I estimate a Poisson fixed effect model with
the number of inventors residing in municipality m as dependent variable.17
I refrain from extending the approach presented in this section to between-region choices, as it would require
the assumption that, in addition to there not being inventor-specific variation in municipality attributes, there
is no inventor-specific variation in regional attributes. This would, e.g., have the unrealistic implication that
an inventor employed in Zürich and inventor employed in Lausanne were equally inclined to reside in a
municipality that lies in the border region between Zürich and Zug.

3.4

Housing Prices

The indirect utility of the inventor omits housing prices, which I expect to adjust to local differences in
income tax schedules and dampen the incentives to move into low-tax municipalities. In this section, I
leverage the noted divergence of the difference in top income and median income tax rates between neigh15
If alternatively, I matched without replacement, so that individual municipalities would only appear in a single border pair, the
matching of pairs would depend on the order of matching (which would have to be randomized) and some municipalities would not
be matched and,consequently, have to be dropped from the sample. I cluster the standard errors of individual municipalities that
appear in multiple border pairs.
16
I obtain standard errors from the fixed effect version of (13), which allows me to cluster the standard errors of municipalities
across different border pairs, and at the border region or state level. Note that the fixed effect model and (13), the model in
differences, produce numerically identical point estimates since the number of observations per fixed effect is 2.
17
Brülhart and Schmidheiny (2011) show that the coefficient estimates from the Poisson model are identical to the coefficients
obtained from estimating a model like (11) as a Conditional Logit model when there are no inventor-specific attributes.
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boring municipalities across state borders. Below, I show that housing price differentials appear determined
by median-income tax rates, rather than by top-income tax rates. This conclusion holds true when I use
rental prices or non-rental housing prices, and when I use the median or the top decile of the price distribution in the municipality.
This patterns appears consistent with a sorting model in which individuals of all income classes partake
in an unsegmented local housing market and, if the municipalities are equally sized, the price of the amenity
(i.e. the lower tax rate) is determined by the median valuation. In such a model, non-homothetic preferences
can rationalize that high-income individuals do not demand additional housing space to the point where
median income earners leave the low tax municipality. This is consistent with Basten, von Ehrlich and Lassmann (2017), who document a declining expenditure share of housing in income in Switzerland. A sorting
model purports the interpretation that the estimated behavioral elasticities of inventors are understood as
their gains from residing in a municipality with a low top income tax rate relative to the gains of a median
income earner.
In Table 12 column 1, I show that the elasticity of the price differential in median per-square-meter rental
prices to the median net-of-tax rate is high (1.803) and significant (p<0.0001). This suggests that if a
median-income earner paid 40% of after-tax income in rent, 72% of the decrease in the tax burden would
be offset by the associated rental price increase if she moved to the municipality with the lower median tax
rate (holding the size of the rented estate fixed). In contrast, the elasticity with respect to the top net-of-tax
rate is economically small (0.285) and marginally insignificant (p=0.105). This conclusion also holds true
when I examine the top decile in the rental price distribution in the municipality (column 2, 0.132, p=0.469).
Considering that, in line with Basten, von Ehrlich and Lassmann (2017), I expect a lower expenditure share
of housing for top-income earners, rental price adjustments appear to provide only a minimal disincentive
to move into municipalities with lower top income tax rates.
When I focus on the differential in income progression from median to top income tax rates, I find a negative
elasticity of the median per-square-meter rental price (-0.260, p=), meaning that municipalities with a lower
tax burden for median-income earners relative to top-income earners are more expensive. This implies that
rental price adjustments are fully absorbed when focusing on behavioral elasticities with respect to the differential in income progression from median to top income tax rates.
I find qualitatively similar results when I use non-rental per-square-meter house sale prices (columns 3
and 4). House sale prices appear generally slightly more responsive to tax differentials than rental prices,
especially when I focus on the top decile of the house sale price distribution in the municipality. I find an
elasticity of 2.857 and 0.812 with respect to the net-of-tax-rate for median and top income tax rates respectively (both p<0.0001). When I use the differential in income progression from median to top income tax
rates, I find price elasticities with respect to income progression that are very close to zero.
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4
4.1

Results
Elasticities for local within-region choices with respect to top income tax rates

This section presents the main results on the elasticity of inventors’ location choices within state border regions with respect to income tax rates. Estimates are based on relative choices between pairs of neighboring
state border municipalities that lie no further than 5 kilometers apart. Estimation results are shown in Table 2.
In column 1, the explanatory variable of interest is the synthetic top net-of-tax rate, which is based on
income tax rates for an annual income level of 500,000 CHF. By using the synthetic tax rate (instead of the
actual tax rate), I exploit tax differentials that are attributable to differences in state-level tax policies, which
abstract from the municipality’s own adjustment in the local income tax rate. I find a coefficient of the top
net-of-tax rate of 4.031, which is statistically significant at the 0.05-level. This estimate translates into an
average local elasticity of the probability that an immigrant inventor locates in a state border municipality
of 4.031(1 − 0.089) = 3.672.
Henceforth, I refer to the coefficient of the net-of-tax rate as the “local tax elasticity”, although it should be
noted that the average across all inventor- and municipality-specific local elasticities in state border regions
differs from the coefficient by an corrective factor that places the elasticity around 9 percent below this
estimand.
Tax progression
In column 2, I consider differences in local income tax progression from median to top income tax rates as
explanatory variable. I measure income progression by the logarithm of the ratio of the synthetic net-of-tax
rates that apply to annual income levels of 500,000 CHF and 80,000 CHF. I find a local elasticity of 4.838,
which is statistically significant at the 0.05 significance level.
There are two reasons why I examine income progression in addition to the level of top income tax rates.
First, I expect progressivity to have a particularly detrimental effect on inventors, as convexity in the
tax schedule increases the (expected) tax burden of inventors when their income is variable or successdependent. Second, top-income earners benefit indirectly from a lower degree of tax progression: the relatively higher tax burden on the part of the tax base that is found close to the median income enhances local
tax collection and, consequently, local public spending. Furthermore, as shown in section 3.4, a relatively
higher tax burden for median-income earners reduces the attractiveness of the municipality, thereby reducing
competition in the housing market and local housing prices.
Municipality level model
Column 1 and 2 are based on the inventor level model described in section 3.3, which includes inventorspecific controls. In columns 3 and 4, I aggregate inventors’ location choices at the municipality level and
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estimate the model described in section 3.3, which omits inventor-specific controls, but allows for correlation between inventors’ choices at the municipality or at the state level. This approach addresses a potential
concern that the choices of different inventors to locate in the same municipality could be correlated and
explained by a common municipality- or state-specific factor. Similar to the inventor level model, estimates
are based on the comparison of pairs of neighboring state border municipalities that lie no further than 5
kilometers apart.
In this model, I find a local elasticity with respect to the synthetic top net-of-tax rate of 5.233, which is
significant at the 0.01-level, irrespective of the level of clustering. The estimate of the elasticity with respect
to income tax progression from median to top income tax rates is 4.479. This estimate is statistically significant at the 0.05-level when I cluster standard errors at the municipality level. However, when I cluster
standard errors at the border region-by-state level, meaning that I assign all municipalities in a region that
lie on the same side of the state border to the same cluster, the estimate is only marginally significant (at the
0.1-level).
Other tax rates
In columns 5-7, I present estimation results for the elasticity of the probability that an immigrant inventor
locates in a state border municipality with respect to net-of-tax rates that apply to annual income levels in
the range of 200,000 CHF to 400,000 CHF. I compute synthetic income tax rates for different annual income
levels analogous to the case of top income tax rates. I find economically large elasticities of 3.69 (p=0.036)
and 2.64 (p=0.216) with respect to net-of-tax rates that apply to income levels of 400,000 CHF and 300,000
CHF respectively. On the other hand, the point estimate of the elasticity with respect to net-of-tax rate that
applies to an income level of 200,000 CHF is considerably smaller (0.95, p=0.66).
The finding that elasticities decline as tax rates that apply to lower income levels are considered, is potentially the consequence of a combination of two effects: First, depending on the current and expected
future income of immigrant inventors, the share of inventors that is (or that expects to be) directly affected
by top income tax rates may be larger than the share of immigrant inventors that is (or expects to be) directly
affected by tax rates that apply to lower income levels. Second, income tax rates for lower income levels apply to a larger share of the general population and, as discussed in Section 2.2, are more strongly correlated
with tax rates that apply to median incomes. Consequently, inventors may be less responsive to differences
in income tax rates that apply to lower income levels because those may be offset by differences in housing
prices and public services.

4.2

Robustness

Public spending
Differences in top income tax rates across state borders are potentially related to differences in public spending and public services. On the one hand, low tax rates may be associated with reduced tax collection from
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top-income earners, thereby reducing public spending. On the other hand, low tax rates may attract topincome earners and help expand the tax base. Aside from the total level of public spending, low top income
tax rates may be indicative of particular local spending priorities that are tailored to the needs of top-income
earners, such as high-quality schools.
In 2010, the main spending items on state and municipal budgets were, in order of spending amounts,
schools, social transfers, health, public safety, infrastructure and administration. I collect state-level data on
spending on compulsory schooling (per student), secondary schooling (per student), police (per capita) and
public transport (per capita). As an alternative measure, I consider proxies for the quality of public services:
district- or municipality-level school graduation rate, given by the share of 19-years olds who complete
school with a degree that is a requisite for university studies, crime rate and share of daily commuters that
use public transport. Given my focus on top-income earners, it seems justified to neglect differences in basic
state health insurance and social transfers. More information on local public spending and public services
is included in the Appendix.
Table 3, columns 1 and 2 shows that the elasticity of inventors’ location choices in state border municipalities with respect to the top net-of-tax rate is not sensitive to controlling for public spending or for proxies of
public service quality. When I include the public spending categories mentioned above, the main estimate
in the inventor level model is marginally revised to 4.416. Similarly, when I include the aforementioned
proxies for public service quality, the estimated elasticity with respect to the top net-of-tax rate is revised
(upwards) to 4.330, indicating that public services tend to be lower in low-tax municipalities. When I repeat
this exercise using the municipality level model, I find estimates of 4.763 and 5.210 while controlling for
public spending or public services, respectively.
Property taxes
A potential confounder for differences in top income tax rates are differences in property tax rates. However, because the tax base for income-based taxation is extraordinarily large in Switzerland (which includes,
among other things, the imputed rental value of owned real estate), property taxes play only a secondary
role in the Swiss tax system.
I calculate net-of-tax rates for property taxes analogous to the case of income taxes and consider specifications where I include them as additional control.18 I consider property tax rates that apply to property
values of 1,000,000 CHF or 5,000,000 CHF. Results are presented in Table 3, columns 3 and 4. I obtain
estimates of the elasticity with respect to the top personal income net-of-tax rate of 4.358 and 3.697 in the
inventor level model. In the municipality level model, the estimates are revised upwards to 6.125 and 7.008
when I include property tax rates for property values of 1,000,000 CHF or 5,000,000 CHF, respectively.
18

In unreported specifications, I also consider models that omit personal income tax rates and include only the net-of-property-tax
rate. Overall, I do not find evidence that inventors are responsive to differences in local property taxes.
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Outliers and heavily populated border regions
In my empirical strategy, I exploit differences in top income tax rates that can be attributed to state policies.
If state border municipalities have a negligible influence on state tax policies, these differences may be regarded as exogenous. In this section, I examine robustness when I exclude various subsets of state border
municipalities where this assumption appears potentially violated. All results are presented in table Table 3.
First, I exclude state border regions that concentrate a large share of the population of their respective state.
If the political influence of border regions depends on their size relative to non-border regions, focusing on
sparsely populated border regions may reduce the likelihood that state tax policies are set according to local
political preferences in specific border regions. In column 5, I exclude regions where municipalities on both
sides of the border may jointly have a moderate influence on their respective states. More specifically, I
exclude border regions where municipalities on both sides of the border jointly concentrate more than 15%
of the population in their respective states. In column 6, I exclude border regions where municipalities on at
least side of the border jointly concentrate more than 30% of the population in their respective state. I find
point estimates of the elasticity of the probability to locate in a state border municipality with respect to the
top net-of-tax rate of 4.339 and 2.643 in the inventor level model, and estimates of 5.196 and 5.000 in the
municipality level model.
In column 7, I exclude all border regions around the small low-tax states in central Switzerland Zug, Schwyz,
Obwalden, Nidwalden and Uri, which generate the sharpest drops in the tax burden of top income earners.
Notably, in the inventor level model, the estimate of the elasticity is revised downwards to 2.444 when they
are excluded, correspondent to a decline in the elasticity of around 39%. In contrast, in the municipality
level model, the estimate is revised upwards to 7.585, correspondent to an increase by 45%.

4.3

Extension: Between-region results

In this section, I extend tax elasticities to capture choices between state border regions and their adjacent
state inner regions. As laid out in section 3, the parameter that retards tax elasticities between regions is the
dissimilarity parameter that correlates the inventors’ municipality-specific taste draws within regions.
When I estimate the dissimilarity parameter based on relative choices between pairs of state border regions
and their adjacent state-inner regions, I obtain a point estimate of θ̂ = 0.722. First, I use this estimand to
calculate the corrective factor for the average of the inventor- and municipality-specific elasticities in state
border municipalities that take the between-region margin into account. I obtain an average elasticity of
4.031(1 − 0.044) = 3.853. This elasticity differs from the estimated average local elasticity, which is 3.672,
for two reasons: first, a lower tax rate also draws in inventors that would have otherwise located in the state
inner region. Second, the draw on inventors who consider locating in the same state border region is weaker
when these inventors are not assumed “committed” to the region, but are assumed to consider multiple regions as a-priori viable. Hence, it appears that the former effect slightly outweighs the latter effect in my
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setting, leading to a slightly higher average tax elasticity in the model that takes the between-region margin
into account.
Finally, as a hypothetical experiment, I compute the difference in the elasticity to locate in a municipality with respect to the net-of-tax rate another municipality, depending on whether or not both municipalities
lie in the same region. I find that if both municipalities lie in the same state border region, the elasticity is
around 101.8% larger than when the focal municipality lies in the adjacent state inner region (and the other
municipality lies in the state border region).

5

Local Innovative Development

In this section, I analyze two mechanisms through which residential location choices of inventors may
affect local innovative development. First, I show that inventors tend to establish new ventures close to their
residence, contributing to the concentration of entrepreneurial activity in low-tax municipalities. Second,
I show that citations to immigrant inventors’ patents, which may indicate knowledge spillovers, are most
likely to appear in patents of inventors that reside in the same municipality.

5.1

The location of entrepreneurial activity

Entrepreneurship is typically assumed to be an important driver of local growth (see, for example, Glaeser,
Rosenthal and Strange 2010, Glaeser, Pekkala Kerr and Kerr 2015). I match inventors to founders of R&Doriented ventures in official commercial state registers. I find 471 R&D-oriented ventures in Switzerland
which were founded between 2005 and 2012 by 385 immigrant inventors in the sample. When I compare
the initial registered location of the R&D-oriented venture and the inventor’s residence as stated on the PCT
patent application, I find a pronounced geographical association, shown in Figure 19 (Appendix). Further
discussion of how the innovative activity that is captured by PCT patents and the entrepreneurial activity of
the inventor are related can be found in section 2.1.
Although the absolute number of R&D-oriented ventures founded by immigrant inventors between 2005
and 2012 may appear small, their high growth potential may still make them non-negligible for local innovative development. I document that they exhibit a high propensity to attract venture capital deals. When I
match my sample to venture capital deals reported on Crunchbase between 2005 and 2014, I find 87 deals,
out of which 67 report the exact amount that was received, totalling 623.66 Million Euro in capital raised.19
When I focus on state border municipalities, I find 90 distinct R&D-oriented ventures in 52 different municipalities, which is roughly proportional to the share of the inventor population that resides in border regions.
In Table 5, column 1, I examine the relationship between the number of R&D-oriented ventures founded by
immigrant inventors and top personal income tax rates at the municipality-level. The analysis is based on a
19

In the Appendix, I provide a complete list of all VC-backed R&D-oriented ventures of immigrant inventors.
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Poisson specification of the model discussed in section 3.3, which includes fixed effects for pairs of neighboring state border municipalities. Additional details can be found in the Appendix. The estimated average
marginal effect of the top personal income tax rate presented in column 1 suggests that a one-percentage
point higher tax rate (relative to the neighboring municipality) is associated with a decrease in the expected
number of R&D-oriented ventures by 0.05 (relative to the neighboring municipality). Since the founding
of a R&D-oriented venture constitutes a rare event in my sample, this estimate translates into large relative
differences. My estimates imply that for two otherwise identical neighboring municipalities, a 5-percentage
point difference in the top income tax rate is associated with a 76.5% lower expected number of ventures
in the high-tax municipality. Controlling for the top personal income tax rate, the corporate income tax rate
does not appear related to the number of R&D-oriented ventures. Its estimated average marginal effect is
positive and insignificant.
In column 2, I report a strong positive association between the number of inventors who reside in the municipality (according to the addresses provided on PCT patent applications) and the number of R&D-oriented
ventures in a municipality, controlling for the corporate income tax rate and municipality population size.
This finding is indicative of co-location. In columns 3-6, I relate the location of the venture and the residence
of the founding inventor in a location choice model at the venture level, which is very similar to the model
presented in section 3.2. Estimates are based on relative choices between pairs of neighboring state border
municipalities as initial registered location for the newly-founded R&D-oriented venture. To be clear, the
founding inventor is not necessarily required to reside in a state border municipality.
In columns 3 and 4, I show that shorter commute to the founding inventor’s residence (or shorter average
commute in case of multiple founders) is an important predictor for where R&D-oriented ventures are located in border regions. A municipality that is located 5 minutes of daily commute driving time further away
from the founding inventor’s residence is around 41% less likely to be chosen as initial registered location
for the R&D-oriented venture (using the estimate from column 3). This result confirms that entrepreneur
inventors co-locate residences and ventures. When I include the corporate income tax rate and the personal
top income tax rate (and municipality population size) in column 4, the association between the founding
inventor’s residential location and the location of the venture becomes weaker, but remains economically
large and statistically highly significant. Since inventors’ residential location choices are endogenous, tax
rates explain part of the observed extent of co-location. In addition, the models presented in columns 5 and
6 show that inventors are considerably more likely to incorporate their venture on the side of the state border
that they reside on.
Although I am unable to separately identify these factors, the findings appear consistent with an explanation where personal income tax rates exert direct and indirect influence (by affecting founding inventors’
residential locations) on the localization of entrepreneurial activity in state border regions. Controlling for
the residential location of the inventor and personal top income tax rates, corporate income tax rates do not
appear to influence venture location decisions.
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5.2

Knowledge spillovers

There is substantial evidence that innovative activity generates knowledge spillovers, which tend to be localized (see, for example, Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson 1993, Audretsch and Stephan 1996 and Belenzon
and Schankerman 2013). Following the literature, this section studies citations between patent applications to examine their geographical scope. Since spillovers from immigrant inventors to other inventors in
Switzerland may not be adequatly captured by considering citations between PCT patent applications alone,
I track citations that stem from all patents that were filed with the European Patent Office (EPO) to the
focal PCT applications of the immigrant inventor.20 I geocode inventors with a Swiss address on citing EPO
patent applications and exclude citations whenever the focal immigrant also appears as an inventor on the
citing patent.21 I then calculate the (straight-line) distance between the municipality of residence of the focal
immigrant inventor and the municipality of residence of inventors on the citing patent. The distribution of
distance for all pairs of cited and citing inventors is depicted in Figure 20 (Appendix).
Following Jaffe, Trajtenberg and Henderson (1993) and Belenzon and Schankerman (2013), I construct
a control group of non-citing EPO patents. For each patent that cites the focal PCT patent application, I
include one non-citing patent which was filed in the same year and in the same 4-digit IPC subclass by an
inventor in Switzerland. As in previous sections, I restrict attention to cases where the focal immigrant inventor resides in a border municipality. In contrast, citing inventors may be located anywhere in Switzerland.
I regress the propensity to cite on different bins of distance, which indicate whether cited and (potentially)
citing inventors reside in the same border municipality, or in different municipalities that are up to 5 km,
10 km, 20 km, 50 km or 100 km apart.22 In addition, I include a dummy variable that takes value one
whenever both municipalities are in the same state, to help distinguish distance from state-level institutional
commonalities. More information can be found in. The results are presented in Table 6.
Overall, citation propensities appear to decline with distance, albeit not entirely monotonically. Importantly, patents by inventors who reside in the same border municipality exhibit considerably higher citation
propensities than patents of inventors who are located in other municipalities in the immediate vicinity.
Compared to patents of inventors located in municipalities no more than 5 km away, patents of inventors
who reside in the same municipality are 13.0 percentage points (p=0.010) more likely to cite the patent
of the focal immigrant inventor. Furthermore, consistent with previous studies on knowledge flows and
institutional borders (see, for example, Peri 2005, Belenzon and Schankerman 2013 and Marx and Singh
2013), I find a significant coefficient on the same-state dummy (9.6 pp, p<0.001), hinting at the presence of
institutional factors that promote knowledge flows within states.
20
For the purposes of this study, Swiss inventions protected by EPO patents may be considered a proper superset of Swiss
inventions protected by PCT patents. With very few exceptions, the patent families of all PCT applications in my dataset also
comprise an EPO patent application. In addition, there are many patent families that comprise EPO applications, but not PCT
applications.
21
In particular, this means that I exclude self-citations of the focal immigrant inventor. More details can be found in the Appendix.
22
I aggregate distance per citation and focal immigrant inventor by selecting the minimal distance across all citing inventors.
When there is more than one immigrant inventor on the cited focal PCT application, I include each separately. For inference, I
implement two-way clustering at the level of the cited immigrant inventor and at the level of the cited PCT patent application.
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My findings mirror the results of many other studies that find that spillovers are highly localized. More
specifically, I show that knowledge flows appear concentrated in the municipality of residence of the inventor. However, there are limitations to this empirical approach. Most importantly, the distance between
inventors is not exogenous. If inventors whose work is related in a way that I do not absorb by conditioning
on 4-digit IPC classes when constructing the control group, co-locate, the effect of distance on knowledge
flows is likely overestimated.
To supplement the analysis, I investigate the hypothesis that knowledge flows between inventors in the same
municipality are catalyzed by the particular ease of collaboration. Turning to the domestic co-inventors of
immigrant inventors on the focal PCT patent applications, I find that they are responsible for a substantial
share of subsequent citations. On the whole, 35.9% of the total number of citations can be attributed to later
patents of domestic co-inventors. When I examine how this share varies by distance, I find that co-inventors
account for 75.9% of all subsequent citations by inventors who reside in the same municipality as the focal
immigrant inventor. In contrast, for citations by inventors located in municipalities no more than 5 km away,
the share that is attributable to co-inventors drops to 38.3%. Although not conclusive, this hints at a particular advantage of immediate proximity in faciliting collaboration, rather than in increasing the chances of
(just) being acquainted with the immigrant inventor’s work.

6

Conclusion

This paper studies the relationship between local differences in top income tax rates and the residential locations of foreign immigrant inventors within Swiss state border regions. Estimates of the local elasticity
with respect to the net-of-tax rate that applies to an income of 500,000 CHF annually, corresponding to the
99.5th percentile in income, are around 4. In my setting, local tax differences are largely attributed to differentials in the state-specific progression from median to top income tax rates and do not apply to the wider
population. Accordingly, I find that local public spending and housing price do not attenuate the incentive
to move into municipalities that have lower top income tax rates.
The location of immigrant inventors matters for local innovative development. When they become entrepreneurs, they tend incorporate their new R&D-oriented ventures very close to their residence. Consequently, new ventures cluster onto the side of the state border that promises lower personal top income tax
rates. At the same time, the initial location of ventures appears unresponsive to corporate income tax rates.
Knowledge spillovers, as evidenced by patent citations to immigrant inventors’ patents, decline sharply with
distance. Inventors in the same municipality are distinctively more likely to cite the immigrant inventor’s
work. Additional evidence suggests that this may be due to the catalyzing effect of immediate proximity on
the ease of collaboration.
The results highlight a potential for local tax competition. Due to the increase in mobility in the course
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of European integration, there is an increasingly relevant group of “footloose” highly-skilled individuals,
inclined to take advantage of tax differences. This is especially acute in settings where individuals are able
to take advantage by relocating over short distances. The European Union features densely populated border regions and large tax differences between neighboring countries. As legal and cultural barriers recede,
places that border low-tax regions may find themselves at the risk of being stunted in their innovative development. Further research to study the role of differences in policies, amenities and cultural factors on
inventor mobility and regional innovative development are an important avenue for future research.
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Figure 1: Satellite picture of Richterswil and Wollerau at the state border of Zürich and Schwyz.

Note: Picture from Google Earth. The average local income tax rate is 6.67% in Wollerau and 21.02% in
Richterswil for an individual earning 500,000 CHF (around 450,000 USD) annually in 2010, excluding
10.78% of federal income tax. Local income tax rate is tax burden in percent of the gross income levied by
the state and the municipality for a single income earner with no children earning 500,000 CHF (around
450,000 USD) in 2010.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of immigrant inventor residences across Swiss municipalities
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Included inventors are inventors listed on at least one PCT patent filed between 2005 and 2012. State
borders appear as thick lines, municipality borders appear as thin lines.

Figure 3: Distribution of driving times (one-way) between municipality of residence and municipality of workplace for immigrant inventors
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Note: Graphs depict cumulative distribution of driving time between the municipality of residence and the workplace for inventors. A driving time
of 0 minutes indicates that residence and workplace lie in the same municipality. Municipality of residence and workplace are inferred from
information provided on PCT patent applications. Driving time is calculated by the Google Maps Directions API.

Figure 4: Local average top income tax rates in percent of taxable income
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Note: Local income taxes levied by the state and the municipality, excluding the federal income tax, for an unmarried single-income earner with no
children earning 500,000 CHF annually. Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Tax rates as of 01-01-2010. Tax rates missing for 4 out of 2584
municipalities (Matt, Luchsingen, Felsberg, Mundaun). State borders appear as thick lines, municipality borders appear as thin lines.

Figure 5: Distribution of difference in local top income tax rates and local income tax progression between neighboring state border municipalities
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Note: Left graph shows the distribution of the difference in average top income tax rates (in percentage points) between neighboring municipalities
(i, j) across state borders, τi500,000 CHF -τj500,000 CHF . 438 distinct pairs of munipalities are included. Pairs of municipalities are required to lie within 5
km of (straight-line) distance and are sorted such that τi500,000 CHF > τj500,000 CHF . Right graph decomposes the difference in top income tax rates into
the difference in median income tax rates, which apply to annual incomes of 80,000 CHF, τi80,000 CHF -τj80,000 CHF , and into the difference in income
progression (τi500,000 CHF -τi80,000 CHF )-(τj500,000 CHF -τj80,000 CHF ). A positive difference in income tax progression indicates that the tax-differential is
relatively larger for top-income earners than for median-income earners.

Table 1: Summary statistics municipalities
Mean

Std.
Dev.

Min

1%
Perc.

10%
Perc.

25%
Perc.

50%
Perc.

75%
Perc.

90%
Perc.

99%
Perc.

Max

2.21
2.21
0.18
22.70
3048.86
35.34
19.32
0.11
37.56
21.36
58.76
27.36

18.53
28.74
1.81
3.23
10703.95
28.87
6.54
0.31
10.79
16.75
41.79
40.23

0
0
0
6.67
12
0
7.14
0
16.72
0.01
0
0

0
0
0
11.39
48
0
8.38
0
16.72
0.48
0.8
0

0
0
0
18.98
215
7.2
12.30
0
25.30
1.92
3.1
0.1

0
0
0
20.89
466
16.6
14.29
0
30.88
6.78
6.3
0.4

0
0
0
22.92
1154
29.4
18.01
0
36.00
18.08
86.8
1

1
0
0
25.28
2862
47.0
22.78
0
41.55
32.61
94.8
82.13

4
1
0
26.45
6124
69.3
29.37
1
54.00
45.44
97.3
92.4

26
31
3
27.82
26233
138.6
42.17
1
62.11
63.55
99.5
97.7

641
1048
69
28.63
372857
313.9
42.17
1
80.39
68.54
100
100

1.92
1.32
0.16
21.99
3168.89
36.41
18.11
0.14
37.14
19.9
71.25
20.93

4.01
6.01
0.64
3.43
5089.82
25.57
6.73
0.34
9.70
14.36
36.46
35.42

0
0
0
6.67
39
0
7.14
0
16.72
0.34
0
0

0
0
0
10.24
74
0
7.14
0
16.72
0.55
1.5
0

0
0
0
18.16
304
10.2
11.23
0
25.57
2.08
4.1
0.2

0
0
0
20.29
718
19.3
13.92
0
30.87
6.87
76
0.4

1
0
0
22.27
1511
32.0
16.31
0
36.69
18.84
90.3
0.9

2
0
0
24.56
3573
48.0
21.27
0
42.09
30.88
94.9
4.8

5
2
0
26.34
7875
69.4
26.38
1
49.49
38.72
96.92
91.0

23
35
3
27.25
23402
129.9
42.17
1
62.11
57.86
98.83
97.5

39
72
8
28.48
72959
240.4
42.17
1
62.11
61.55
100
99.1

All municipalities - 2580 obs
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# Immigrant Inventors (Residence)
# Immigrant Inventors (Workplace)
# R&D-oriented founded by Imm. Inv.
Tax rate income 500,000 CHF
Municipality population size
Crime rate
School graduation rate
Lakefront
Public transport usage
Distance national border (km)
Share German speakers
Share French speakers
State border municipalities - 567 obs
# Immigrant Inventors (Residence)
# Immigrant Inventors (Workplace)
# R&D-oriented founded by Imm. Inv.
Tax rate income 500,000 CHF
Municipality population size
Crime rate
School graduation rate
Lakefront
Public transport usage
Distance national border (km)
Share German speakers
Share French speakers

Note: Summary statistics for Swiss municipalities (as of 11-21-2010). A municipality is included in the set of state border municipalities if a) it
lies within 5 kilometers of distance of a municipality in a different state and b) is the observed residence for at least one inventor or lies within
5 km of distance of such a municipality. A definition of the variables can be found in the Appendix to section 2.3.

Figure 6: Example of inventor’s choice set in the residential location choice model

Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Picture shows the municipalities in the choice sets assigned
to an inventor who resides in Richterswil at the state border between Zürich and Schwyz (colored in grey).
In this example, the admissible choice pairs are (Richterswil, Wollerau) and (Richterswil, Feusisberg).
Only municipalities that lie within 5 kilometers of distance to the municipality of residence and that belong
to a different state are considered (besides the municipality of residence). Distance between municipalities
is measured as straight-line distance between the centroids.
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Table 2: Income tax rates and local within-region choices
Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municip. (< 5 km apart)

Dependent variable
Model

Inventor model
Conditional Logit
ATR 500,000
(1)

Average income tax rate
log net-of-tax rate

4.031∗∗
[0.564, 7.400]

Income tax progression relative to median income tax rate
log net-of-tax rate
− log net-of-tax rate (ATR 80,000 CHF)
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Inventor controls
Municipal controls
Observations
Border regions
avg. McFadden R-squared/R-Squared

ATR 500,000
(2)

Municipality model
Weighted LS
ATR 500,000
(3)

ATR 500,000
(4)

5.233∗∗∗
[2.584, 7.882]
[[2.084, 8.382]]
4.838∗∗
[0.548, 8.851]

Inventor model
Conditional Logit
ATR 400,000
(5)

ATR 300,000
(6)

ATR 200,000
(7)

3.694∗∗
[0.128, 7.165]

2.647
[-1.221, 6.200]

1.040
[-3.421, 5.164]

4.479∗∗
[0.473, 8.485]
[[-0.616, 9.575]]

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

1090 Inv.
35 Reg.
0.305

1090 Inv.
35 Reg.
0.304

576 Mun.
35 Reg.
0.563

576 Mun.
35 Reg.
0.553

1090 Inv.
35 Reg.
0.300

1090 Inv.
35 Reg.
0.300

1090 Inv.
35 Reg.
0.302

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. Reported significance levels are p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 95% confidence intervals from
a bootstrap at the inventor level reported. Estimation is based on pairs of neighboring state border municipalities that lie no further than 5 km apart. Coefficients in columns
1-5 are interpreted as the elasticity of the probability that an immigrant inventor locates in a municipality with respect to the top net-of-tax rate. Net-of-tax rate in columns
1-3 is based on the municipality’s synthetic top income tax rate, which is given by the average of top income tax rates of all other municipalities in the same state, excluding
all municipalities that lie within 5 km of distance of the municipality under consideration. Net-of-tax rate in column 4-5 is based on the municipality’s actual top income tax
rate. Coefficients in columns 6-7 are interpreted as the elasticity with respect to the ratio of net-of-tax rates that apply to top- and median-income earners. Top income tax rates
assume a single income earner without children earning 500,000 CHF annually, correspondent to the 99.5th percentile in income.

Table 3: Robustness top income tax rate and local within-region choices: inventor model
Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municip. (< 5 km apart)

Dependent variable
Controlling for
public spending
(1)

Controlling for
public services
(2)

Inventor model: conditional logit
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

4.330

4.416

4.358

3.697

4.339

2.643

2.444

Inventor controls
Municipal controls

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

1090 Inv.
0.320

1090 Inv.
0.308

1090 Inv.
0.300

1090 Inv.
0.305

749 Inv.
0.327

715 Inv.
0.311

966 Inv.
0.296

5.210∗∗∗
[1.516, 8.904]
[[1.065, 9.355]]

6.125∗∗∗
[3.078, 9.172]
[[2.582, 9, .668]]

7.008∗∗∗
[3.551, 10.465]
[[3.383, 10.633]]

5.196∗∗∗
[2.275, 8.117]
[[2.296, 8.096]]

5.000∗∗∗
[1.660, 8.339]
[[1.666, 8.333]]

7.585∗∗
[1.630, 13.539]
[[0.550, 14.619]]

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

576 Mun.
0.631

576 Mun.
0.564

576 Mun.
0.569

576 Mun.
0.569

451 Mun.
0.702

467 Mun.
0.670

526 Mun.
0.542

Observations
avg. McFadden R-squared
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Municipality model: weighted least-squares
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)
4.763∗∗∗
[2.188, 7.337]
[[1.963, 7.562]]
Municipal controls
Observations
R-squared

Controlling for property taxes
1 mio. value
5 mio. value
(3)
(4)

(5)

Excluding heavily populated
border regions or central states
(6)
(7)

Table 4: Results for other personal income tax rates
Inventor level
Discrete choice conditional logit model

Model
Dependent variable

Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
Regular income tax rates for different
annual income levels (state-average)
400,000
(1)

300,000
(2)

200,000
(3)

150,000
(4)

Income tax rate
for foreigners
(see notes)
120,000
(5)

3.694∗∗
[0.128, 7.165]

2.647
[-1.221, 6.200]

1.040
[-3.421, 5.164]

0.854
[-4.000, 5.353]

-0.467
[-5.096, 3.737]

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

1090 Inv.
0.300

1090 Inv.
0.300

1090 Inv.
0.302

1090 Inv.
0.304

1090 Inv.
0.306

Tax rate

Supposed annual income level in CHF
Level of income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate
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Inventor specific controls
Commute driving minutes
Language match French/German
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
Observations
avg. McFadden R-squared

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. 95%-confidence intervals reported, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. Tables shows results for income tax rates that apply to different annual income levels. Income tax rate in column 5 applies to
foreigners that earn no more than 120,000 CHF annually until they obtain a permanent residence permit, which typically happens after 5
years. Tax rates are calculated for a single income earner with no children.

Table 5: Entrepreneurial activity of immigrant inventors and startup locations in state border municipalities
Municipality level

Venture level

Poisson

Conditional logit model

# R&D ventures founded
in municipality
(1)
(2)
Avg. ME
Avg. ME

Venture location: Choice between pairs of neighboring
state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Model
Dep. Variable

Municipal variables
State-avg. Top PIT (ATR 500,000 CHF) (pp)

-0.054***
[-0.086,-0.022]

# Inventor residences
Corporate income tax rate (pp)

0.011
[-0.114,0.339]

0.044**
[0.009,0.079]
-0.020*
[-0.041,0.000]
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Inventor-specific variables
Commute to founding inventor’s residence (min)

-0.105***
[-0.168,-0.059]

-0.287**
[-0.850,-0.030]

-0.290***
[-0.681,-0.086]

0.014
[-0.239,0.391]

-0.035
[-0.361,0.349]

-0.063***
[-0.155,-0.023]

Founding inventor’s state of residence (binary)
Controls
Municip. population size
Border-pair fixed effects
Observations
Pseudo R-squared/avg. McFadden R-squared

0.942***
[0.382,1.681]

1.315**
[0.460,2.847]

YES
YES

YES
YES

NO
-

YES
-

NO
-

YES
-

876 Mun.
0.313

876 Mun.
0.304

85 Ventures
0.247

85 Ventures
0.507

85 Ventures
0.097

85 Ventures
0.535

Note: Estimates of the average marginal effect in the reduced-form model at the municipality level in columns 1-2. Maximum likelihood estimates of the
venture location choice model in columns 3-6. Reported significance levels are p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. In columns 1-2, 95%- confidence intervals
are based on standard errors clustered at the municipality level. Standard errors clustered at state level yield virtually identical confidence intervals (not
reported). In columns 3-6, 95%-confidence intervals from a bootstrap at the venture level are reported. Estimation is based on pairs of neighboring state
border municipalities that lie no further than 5 km apart. Personal top income tax rate is given by the average of top income tax rates of other municipalities in the same state, excluding municipalities that lie within 5 km of distance of the municipality under consideration. Corporate income tax rate is
given by the tax rate levied on an hypothetical annual profit of 400,000 CHF, assuming a capital stock of 2 Mio. CHF.

Table 6: Knowledge spillovers: distance and citations to immigrant inventors’ patents
OLS LPM

Model

Citation (binary)

Dep. Variable
Base category: same municipality
Different municipalities:
0 < distance ≤ 5 km

-0.130***
[-0.229,-0.031]

5 km < distance ≤ 10 km

-0.126**
[-0.229,-0.023]

10 km < distance ≤ 20 km

-0.117**
[-0.214,-0.019]

20 km < distance ≤ 50 km

-0.203***
[-0.310,-0.095]

50 km < distance ≤ 100 km

-0.381***
[-0.499,-0.263]

100 km < distance

-0.520***
[-0.628,-0.411]

Same state

0.096***
[0.050,0.143]

Observations
R-squared

7530 Citations
0.151

Note: Table shows, for all citing patents of immigrant inventors’ patents and non-citing control patents, the
relationship of distance (between cited and potentially citing inventors’ residential locations) and citation propensity. Reported significance levels are p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 95%-confidence intervals are based on
standard errors clustered at the level of the cited immigrant inventor and at the level of the cited patent (twoway).
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Table 7: Retention of non-entrepreneur immigrant inventors employed in state border municipalities
Municipality level

Inventor level

Weighted LS

OLS LPM

Avg. retention rate
(1)
(2)

Retention (binary)
(5)

Model
Dep. Variable
Municipal variables
State-avg. Top PIT (ATR 500,000 CHF) (pp)

-0.0038
[-0.0092,0.0017]

Average commute of employed inventors (min)

(3)

(4)

-0.0041*
[-0.0084,0.0002]

-0.0065***
[-0.0107,-0.0021]
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Observations
R-squared

-0.0034
[-0.0306,0.0239]

-0.0013*
[-0.0027,0.0001]

Inventor-specific variables
Commute to workplace (min)
Controls
Municip. population size,
French/German municip.
Language match French/German
Border-pair fixed effects (municipality)

0.0019
[-0.0268,0.0307]

(6)

-0.0012***
[-0.0017,-0.0007]

-0.0011***
[-0.0018,-0.0004]

YES
NO
NO

YES
NO
NO

YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
NO

YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

106 Mun.
0.019

106 Mun.
0.051

573 Inv.
0.025

573 Inv.
0.072

239 Inv.
0.185

239 Inv.
0.231

Note: Dependent variable in columns 1-2 is given by the share of immigrant inventors intially employed in the municipality who subsequently appear at a workplace in a
different municipality. Dependent variable in columns 3-6 is binary indicator for whether or not inventor subsequently appears at workplace different than initial workplace.
Reported significance levels are p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 95%-confidence intervals are based on standard errors clustered at the municipality level. Standard errors clustered at the state level yield virtually identical confidence intervals (not reported). Models in columns 1-4 are based on the simple cross section of state border municipalities in which immigrant inventors are employed, whereas models in columns 5-6 include fixed effects for pairs of municipalities that lie within 5km of distance across
state borders.
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Appendix to Section 2.1
Additional information on the Swiss system for work-based immigration
The Swiss system for work-based immigration distinguishes between EU/EFTA nationals and non-EU/EFTA
nationals23 . Prior to 2002, prospective employers of immigrants from either group had to initiate an admission process with labor market authorities. In the application process, employers had to prove that there
was no suitable Swiss candidate for the vacant position. Furthermore, quotas capped the absolute number
of visas that were issued. While the location of the employer determined which state had jurisdiction in this
decision, the choice of the place of residence of the immigrant was not regulated, and the authorities in the
state of residence were not involved in the admission process.
Following the enactment of the “Agreement on the Free Movement of Persons”, which is a bilateral agreement between the EU and Switzerland, the hiring restrictions on EU/EFTA nationals were gradually eased
and finally abolished in 2007. Exceptions were made for nationals from Romania and Bulgaria, who still
faced restrictions until 2019. In 2004, the requirement, that EU/EFTA nationals could only be employed if
there was no suitable Swiss candidate for the vacant position, was abolished. Quotas were increased, starting
in 2003, and removed in 200724 . From 2004 onwards, cross border workers from French, German, Austrian
and Italian border regions were admitted to the Swiss labor market25 . When a EU/EFTA national is hired
by a Swiss employer, she obtains a 5-years residence permit (“B-permit”) that is valid in all of Switzerland.
To be clear, this means that the choice of where to take up residence in Switzerland is not constrained by
the permit. The residence permit is not tied to the initial employer. If employment with the intial employers
is discontinued, the worker has 6 month to find work with a different employer. After 5 years, EU/EFTA
nationals are eligible for a permanent residence permit (“C-permit”). The exact requirements differ slightly
by country of origin, but do not depend on the state of residence. Applicants must prove that they are
economically self-reliant and demonstrate a minimal level of proficiency in one of the federal languages of
Switzerland26 . After 2011, it was also possible for EU/EFTA nationals to reside in Switzerland without an
employment contract, as long as they were able show self-employed activity.
In contrast, access of non-EU/EFTA nationals to the Swiss labor market remains restricted. Aside from
the requirement that suitable Swiss candidates must be given priority, the admission depends on whether “it
is in the interest of the economy as a whole”27 . In a conversation with an official, it was emphasized to me
23

Information presented in this section was taken from the homepage of the Swiss ministry of migration www.sem.admin.ch on
April 20th 2019.
24
see “Informationen zur Personenfreizügigkeit”, Bundesamt für Migration, 2002. Available at https://www.thrag.ch/files/eub rgerinnen und - rger in der ch - eda.pdf [sic]
¯
25
The effect of cross border workers on the Swiss labor market is studied in Beerli, Ruffner, Siegenthaler and Peri (2018). Cross
border workers who took up residence in Switzerland and commuted on a weekly basis were treated the same as immigrants for tax
purposes. Hence, there is no need to distinguish betweem cross border workers and immigrants in my sample.
26
The language requirement does not apply to applicants from Germany, Belgium, Denmark, France, Liechtenstein, Greece,
Italy, Austria, Portugal, Spain, Finland, UK, Ireland, Iceland, Luxembourg, Norway, Sweden.
27
Federal
Act
on
Foreign
Nationals,
2005.
Available
at
https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classifiedcompilation/20020232/index.html.
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that this is meant to restrict immigration to highly qualified managers and specialists. The decision rests
with the authorities in the state in which the prospecitive employer is located. If admitted, the immigrant
receives a “B-permit for non-EU/EFTA nationals” that places no restrictions on the place of residence. The
permit must be renewed every year. Non-EU/EFTA nationals are eligible for a permanent residence permit
after 10 years. In special cases, such as legal marriage with a Swiss citizen, the permanent residence permit
can already be obtained after 5 years.
Additional information on the construction of the inventor dataset
The dataset is based on application data from PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) patents provided by Miguélez
and Fink (2013). The crucial feature of this dataset is that it provides the nationality of inventors. In addition, the patent applications provide name and address of inventors.
I extract all inventors who reside in Switzerland and appear on at least one PCT patent application filed
between 2005 and 2012. In addition, I collect address data for the the applicants listed on the PCT patent
applications via Patentscope, the bibliographic database of the World Intellectual Property Organization.
Since my aim is to match inventors to their Swiss employers, I only retain inventors that can be related to a
unique applicant with a Swiss address. To be clear, applicants with foreign addresses are completely ignored
in this procedure. Around 65% of all PCT patents that were considered had exactly one applicant with a
Swiss address listed.
I disambiguate inventors exactly by name and check manually for mistakes, such as switches in the order of first and last name or different conversions of specific German, French or Italian characters. Overall,
I believe that the diversity of ethnical backgrounds facilitates an accurate disambiguation based on name,
perhaps with the exception of the most common German names. I do not disambiguate by nationality to
account for the possibility that foreign inventors eventually may have attained Swiss citizenship, which appears to have been the case in a handful of cases. I only retain inventors who have a non-Swiss nationality
when they first appear in the dataset28 .
I geocode the address of the inventor and the address of the applicant at the municipality level, based on the
geographical division of municipalities in the year 2010. In practice, there may be cases where the stated
address of the patent applicant deviates from the place where the inventor performs research. With regards
to the location of residence, a potential issue is that the address provided by the inventor may in fact not be
the residential address of the inventor, but the work address. To reduce the likelihood of such instances, I
eliminate inventors who provided a “c/o” address or an address that coincides with the address provided by
the patent applicant (unless the patent applicant is the inventor herself or a venture founded by the inventor).
This step reduces the number of inventors included in the sample from 5,261 to 4,922. For the remaining
28

The nationalities of the inventors are as follows: the largest groups are Germans (2000) and French (655), followed by Italians
(423), British (266) and Austrians (173). Another 521 stem from other EFTA nations (EU or Norway), 275 from either the US,
New Zealand, Australia or Canada and 623 from the rest of the world (most notably Japan, China and India).
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inventors, I check for a random sample of 100 inventors whether a firm with a similar name as the patent
applicant had ever been registered under the address provided by the inventor and find no such instances.
Additional figures

Figure 7: Number of foreign PCT inventors in Switzerland, and number of Swiss PCT inventors in the rest
of the world, from 1995 to 2011
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Note: Data from the inventor mobility database provided by Miguélez and Fink (2013). The number of foreign PCT
inventors in Switzerland is given by the number of inventors listed on PCT patent applications who reside in
Switzerland but are not of Swiss nationality. Inventors are not counted in years in which they do not patent, and, due
to the lack of disambiguation, are double-counted in years in which they patent more than once. Analogously, the
number of Swiss PCT inventors in the rest of the world is given by the number of inventors listed on PCT patent
applications in a given year who do not reside in Switzerland but are of Swiss nationality.
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Figure 8: Share of foreign PCT inventors in the total number of resident PCT inventors in Switzerland and
other selected countries 1995-2011
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Note: Data from the inventor mobility database provided by Miguélez and Fink (2013). Countries shown:
Switzerland (“CH”), Germany (“DE”), United States (“US”), France (“FR”), Great Britain (“GB”) and Italy (“IT”).
The share of foreign PCT inventors is given by the number of inventors listed on PCT patent applications who reside
in the respective country but are of different nationality, divided by the number of inventors listed on PCT patent
applications who reside in the respective country. Inventors are not counted in years in which they do not patent, and,
due to the lack of disambiguation, are double-counted in years in which they patent more than once.
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Figure 9: Spatial distribution immigrant inventor workplaces
Swiss municipalities
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Included inventors are inventors listed on at least one PCT patent filed between 2005 and 2012. State
borders appear as thick lines, municipality borders appear as thin lines.

Figure 10: Spatial distribution immigrant inventor residence locations for municipalities within 5 km of a state border
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Included inventors are inventors listed on at least one PCT patent filed between 2005 and 2012. State
borders appear as thick lines, municipality borders appear as thin lines.

Figure 11: Spatial distribution immigrant inventor residence locations for municipalities within 10 km of a state border
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Included inventors are inventors listed on at least one PCT patent filed between 2005 and 2012. State
borders appear as thick lines, municipality borders appear as thin lines.

Additional information on matching of immigrant inventors to startups and VC deals
I match all immigrant inventors in my sample to the founders of newly incorporated firms between 2005
and 2012, using the online versions of the commercial registers of Swiss states (“Handelsregisterämter).
A list of the commercial registers of all states can be found at www.zefix.ch/de/hra. The register provides
information on address and legal form, as well as histories of the ownership structure and important legal
events, and directories of all current and former partners of the companies along with their nationalities.
It also covers dissolved companies. In addition, the register provides a short description of the purpose of
businesses.
For a successful match, I require that the name and the nationality of the inventor exactly matches the
name and the nationality of one of the partners when the firm is first incorporated. Furthermore, I require
that the description of the purpose of the business contains one of the keywords, or word stems, that indicates a research- or technology-orientation of the firm. The list of keywords and word stems is “science”,
“scient”, “research”, “develop”, “R&D”, “patent”, “innovativ”, “technolog”, “novel”, “licens” and all of
their German, French and Italian translations.
In addition, I connect the matched firms to Swiss firms that received venture capital between 2005 and
2014 according to Crunchbase.com, a website that collects information on venture capital deals. I query the
API of the website with the name of the firm and verify the accuracy of all matches manually. Information
was retrieved in January 2019.
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Appendix to Section 2.2
Figure 12: Tax burden in percent of the gross income levied by the state and the municipality, excluding the federal income tax, for an unmarried
single-income earner with no children earning 400,000 CHF annually.
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Tax rates as of 01-01-2010. Tax rates missing for 4 out of 2584 municipalities (Matt, Luchsingen,
Felsberg, Mundaun).

Figure 13: Tax burden in percent of the gross income levied by the state and the municipality, excluding the federal income tax, for an unmarried
single-income earner with no children earning 300,000 CHF annually.
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Tax rates as of 01-01-2010. Tax rates missing for 4 out of 2584 municipalities (Matt, Luchsingen,
Felsberg, Mundaun).

Figure 14: Tax burden in percent of the gross income levied by the state and the municipality, excluding the federal income tax, for an unmarried
single-income earner with no children earning 200,000 CHF annually.
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Tax rates as of 01-01-2010. Tax rates missing for 4 out of 2584 municipalities (Matt, Luchsingen,
Felsberg, Mundaun).

Figure 15: Range and Interdecile-Range for average income tax rates at state level
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Note: Left figure shows the average local income tax rate by state in Switzerland for different annual income levels. Tax rates are shown for an
unmarried single-income earner without children in the year 2010. Right figure shows the range and the interdecile-range of the corresponding
distributions.
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Figure 16: Distribution of difference in local income tax rates that apply to annual income levels of 200,000
CHF to 400,000 CHF and local income tax progression between neighboring state border municipalities
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(Continued) Figure 17: Distribution of difference in local income tax rates that apply to annual income
levels of 200,000 CHF to 400,000 CHF and local income tax progression between neighboring state border
municipalities
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Note: Left graph shows the distribution of the difference in income tax rates that apply to annual incomes
of 200,000 - 400,000 CHF (in percentage points) between neighboring municipalities across state borders.
Pairs of municipalities are required to lie within 5 km of (straight-line) distance and are sorted such that
difference in income tax rates is positive. Right graph decomposes the difference in income tax rates into
the difference in median income tax rates, which apply to annual incomes of 80,000 CHF, and into the
difference in income progression. All figures were produced analogous to Figure 5; see notes there for
more details.
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Appendix to Section 2.3
In this section, I provide information on the data described in section 2.3. Data was obtained from the
homepage of Swiss Statistical Office (www.bfs.admin.ch) in June 2018, from the homepage of the Swiss Financial Administration (www.efv.admin.ch) in June 2019 and from Google Maps in January 2019. Because
the set of municipalities changes over time, as villages are combined to form new municipalities or are reassigned to existing municipalities, I match all municipal data, whenever possible, to the set of municipalities
as of 11-21-2010. If a municipality in 2010 corresponds to a combination of multiple municipalities in a
different year, I impute the average across the respective municipalities. Conversely, if multiple municipalities in 2010 correspond to one municipality in a different year, I assign the value of the municipality to all
corresponding municipalities in 2010. In more complicated cases, I refrain from imputations and discard
the observation.
Main control variables:
• Commute: Driving time between the municipality of residence and the workplace of the inventor.
Driving time was calculated by Google Maps Directions API on January 10th 2019 for a future trip
on Monday February 4th 2019 at 8:00 AM. According to Google Maps, the driving time is given by
the historic average of driving times between the two municipalities, given typical traffic conditions.
Source: Google Maps.
• Municipality population size: population of the municipality in 2010. Source: Swiss Statistical Office.
• Distance to the national border: straight-line distance from the centroid of the municipality to the
closest line segment of the national border. Source: Swiss Statistical office, own calculations in
ArcGIS.
• Lakefront: binary indicator that takes value 1 if the municipality possesses a lakefront. Source: Swiss
Statistical Office, own calculations in ArcGIS.
• French municipality: binary indictor that takes value 1 if more than 80% of the general population in
the municipality named French as their primary language in 2000. Source: Swiss Statistical Office.
• German municipality: binary indictor that takes value 1 if more than 80% of the general population in
the municipality named German as their primary language in 2000. Source: Swiss Statistical Office.
• French speaking inventor: binary indictor that takes value 1 if inventor is of French nationality.
Source: PCT patent application data by Miguélez and Fink(2013).
• German speaking inventor: binary indictor that takes value 1 if inventor is of German or Austrian
nationality. Source: PCT patent application data by Miguélez and Fink(2013).
Additional public service and public spending controls:
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• School graduation rate: district-level share of 19-year olds who attained the degree “Gymnasiale Maturität”, which is a requirement for university studies, in 2012. Districts are intermediate geographical
units in between municipalities and states. In 2010 and 2012, there were 148 districts. A discussion
of the Swiss school system can be found in the Appendix to section 4.3. Source: Swiss Statistical
Office.
• Crime rate: number of violent and non-violent crimes per thousand population in the municipality in
2010. Source: Swiss Statistical Office.
• Public transport usage: district-level share of workers who commuted by public transport in 2010.
Source: Swiss Statistical Office.
• Public spending per-capita: all public state spending divided by number of state residents in 2010.
Source: Swiss Financial Administration and Swiss Statistical Office.
• Spending compulsory schools per-student: public state spending on compulsory schools divided by
number of students enrolled in compulsory schools in 2010. Source: Swiss Financial Administration
and Swiss Statistical Office.
• Spending secondary schools per-student: public state spending on secondary schools (academic plus
vocational) divided by number of students enrolled in secondary schools in 2010. Source: Swiss
Financial Administration and Swiss Statistical Office.
• Spending public transport per-capita: public state spending on public transport divided by number of
state residents in 2010. Source: Swiss Financial Administration and Swiss Statistical Office.
• Spending police per-capita: public state spending on police divided by number of state residents in
2010. Source: Swiss Financial Administration and Swiss Statistical Office.
Other
• Rental price: median per-square-meter rental price in the municipality in the year 2010. Source:
Wüest Partner AG
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Appendix to Section 3.2
Interpretation of α
The indirect utility that inventor i ∈ I derives from residing in municipality m ∈ S, represented in equation
(1), depends on local income tax rate τm , attainable income Yim and exogenous amenities Xim and Zir(m) .
However, it does not include utility derived for housing or public goods. These factors are expected to adjust
to the local income tax rate (and other exogenous factors). In a fully-specified model, the indirect utility
is given by vim = maxhim ≥0 U (him ; Yim , τm , Xim , gm ) + νim s.t. pm him ≤ (1 − τm )Yim , where him
denotes i’s demand for housing in municipality m. Municipal rental prices pm and the level of public good
spending gm are determined in equilibrium and depend not only the choices of inventors, but on the choices
of the general population. Denoting the general population by P , the vector (pm , gm ), the location choices
Γ : P → S and the housing demands (him )i∈P constitute an equilibrium if
• individuals reside in their preferred municipality, i.e. viΓ(i) ≥ vim0 for all m0 ∈ S
• the housing market clears, i.e.

R

i:Γ(i)=m him

= Hm for all m ∈ S, where Hm is the exogenous size

of municipality m
• local public budgets are balanced, i.e. gm =

R

i:Γ(i)=m τim Yim

(abstracting from other taxes and

budget deficits)
so that a) , b)
as The utility of inventor i ∈ I when she resides in municipality m ∈ S is given by the nested logit
model
uim = αf (τm , Yim ) + βXim + γZir(m) + νim ,
where τm is the income tax rate of municipality m, Yim is the before-tax income that inventor i attains
in municipality m, Xim is a vector of attributes that varies by municipality within a region and Zir(m) is
a vector of attributes that varies by region. νim is an error term drawn from a generalized extreme value
distribution.

uim = max U (h; Yim , τm , Xim , gim ) + νim
hi ≥0

s.t. pm hi ≤ (1 − τm )Yim

Other location choice models
In the family of location choice models based on Random Utility Maximization (RUM), several conceivable
alternatives to the proposed residential location choice model exist. An alternative approach to controlling
for spatially correlated attributes is offered by location choice models that jointly estimate the taste parameters and the spatial correlation structure of the error terms. These models are reviewed in Smirnov (2010).
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Compared to these models, which would be estimated on the full set of Swiss municipalities, the model
proposed in this paper restricts inventors’ choice sets to neighboring municipalities in the immediate vicinity of the actual municipality of residence. The potential advantage in my particular setting is that it allows
me to control for spatially correlated factors non-parametrically, as opposed to having to assume an explicit
parametric form for the correlation function for all Swiss municipalities. A second potential advantage is
that, by restricting choice sets to pairs of municipalities in the estimation, I circumvent the otherwise necessary Independence of Irrelevant Alternative (IIA) assumption that is generally viewed as unsatisfactory.
Third, I believe that in my particular setting, the proposed model utilizes the drops in the tax burden of top
income earners across state borders in a more transparent way than a potential alternative model would.
Another potential modification to the proposed model would be a random coefficient model in which the
parameters are assumed to follow some (known) random distribution. There are two reasons why I do not
follow this approach in the present paper. First, related papers on the tax elasticites of inventors by Moretti
and Wilson (2017) and Akcigit, Baslandze and Stantcheva (2016) do not assume that the parameters, which
determine tax elasticities, are stochastic, but deterministic. Second, the random distribution would need to
be simulated in the estimation. In conjuction with the (already computationally intese) simulation of the
choice sets and the bootstrap, this would outstrip my available computational resources.
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Appendix to Section 4.1
Table 8: Top income tax rates and residential location choices in state border municipalities: municipality-level model
Municipality level
Model
Dependent variable

Poisson

OLS

Poisson

OLS

Poisson

OLS

#Inventors
(1)

log(1 + #Inv)
(2)

#Inventors
(3)

log(1 + #Inv)
(4)

#Inventors
(5)

log(1 + #Inv)
(6)

6.084∗∗∗
[3.250, 8.918]
[[3.080, 9.089]]

2.544∗∗∗
[1.010, 4.079]
[[1.255, 3.834]]

3.600∗
[-0.326, 7.526]
[[0.115, 7.085]]

1.196
[-0.857, 3.250]
[[-1.006, 3.399]]

Level of top income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

5.264∗∗∗
[1.370, 9.159]
[[1.489, 9.041]]
Level of top income tax rates (indiv. municipality)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

2.369∗∗∗
[0.574, 4.163]
[[0.792, 3.945]]
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Income tax progression: top relative to median income tax rates
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)
− log net-of-tax rate (ATR 80,000 CHF)
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
Border-pair fixed effects
Observations
Log-Likelihood/R-squared

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

876 Mun
-1053.037

876 Mun
0.718

876 Mun
-1045.824

876 Mun
0.714

876 Mun.
-1057.114

876 Mun.
0.718

Note: Estimates of the reduced-form model at the municipality level. Reported significance levels are p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 95%-confidence intervals
in single (double) brackets are based on standard errors clustered at the municipality (state) level. Estimation is based on pairs of neighboring state border municipalities that lie no further than 5 km apart. Coefficients in columns 1-4 are interpreted as the elasticity of the number of resident immigrant inventors in a municipality
with respect to the top net-of-tax rate. Coefficients in columns 5-6 are interpreted as the elasticity with respect to the ratio of net-of-tax rates that apply to top- and
median-income earners. Top income tax rates without children earning 500,000 CHF annually, correspondent to the 99.5th percentile in income.

Appendix to Section 4.2
Table 10: Results for local property tax rates
Inventor level
Discrete choice conditional logit model

Model
Dependent variable

Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
Property tax rate for different
property values in CHF (state-average)

Tax rate

Supposed property value in CHF

log net-of-property-tax rate

1,000,000
(1)

1,000,000
(2)

5,000,000
(3)

5,000,000
(4)

-3.238
[-70.628, 47.709]

-27.283
[-122.553, 32.003]

29.062
[-16.412, 165.467]

14.474
[-77.300, 137.114]
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4.358∗∗∗
[0.824, 8.095]

log net-of-tax rate (PIT ATR 500,000 CHF)

Inventor specific controls
Commute driving minutes
Language match French/German
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
Observations
avg. McFadden R-squared

YES
YES

YES
YES

3.697∗∗
[0.112, 6.808]

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

1090 Inv.
0.300

1090 Inv.
0.305

1090 Inv.
0.302

1090 Inv.
0.305

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. 95%-confidence intervals reported, *** p<0.01,
** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Property taxes are only levied by states and municipalities and accounted for 8.6% of all tax revenue of
states and municipalities in 2010 (see “Die Vermögenssteuer Natürlicher Personen. Stand der Gesetzgebung 1. Januar 2010”
obtained from estv.admin.ch). The tax base encompasses, among other things, cash holdings, savings, securities, land property,
gold and livestock.

Appendix to Section 4.3
Local public spending and public services
Data on public spending by states and municipalities is obtained from the homepage of the Swiss Financial
Administration 29 . The spending items (by function) and their average share in spending across all states in
the year 2010 was as follows:
• General administration: 8.18%
• Public Safety: 8.56%
– Police: 3.59%
– Rest (Judiciary, prisons,..): 4.97%
• Education: 27.18%
– Compulsory schooling: 13.02%
– Universities: 5.58%
– Secondary schooling (academic): 2.16%
– Secondary schooling (vocational): 3.40%
– Rest: 3.02%
• Culture and Sports: 4.25%
• Health: 10.15%
– Hospitals and nursing homes: 8.16%
– Rest: 1.99%
• Social Transfers: 18.24%
– Disabled: 7.43%
– Old age and survivors’ insurance: 3.02%
– Youth welfare: 1.80%
– Social welfare and other transfers: 5.99%
• Transport infrastructure: 9.41%
– Roads: 6.34%
– Public transport: 3.07%
• Environmental protection and landscape management: 4.90%
29

https://www.efv.admin.ch/efv/de/home/themen/finanzstatistik/daten.html, accessed on June 15th 2019
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• Agriculture and energy: 3.04%
• Debt service and other financial transfers: 3.61%
Public schools are administered by states and students are allocated based on municipality of residence.
Private schools are exempted from this allocation rule. In Switzerland, there are eleven years of compulsory
schooling, which includes 2 years of kindergarten, 6 years of primary school and 3 years of preparatory
secondary school30 . After completing primary school, pupils are separated according to their academic performance and aspirations into different preparatory secondary schools (“Sekundarstufe I”). Swiss pupils
complete compulsory schooling at the age of 14 or 15. Secondary school education (“Sekundarstufe II”) is
split between schools with academic focus and schools with vocational focus. Admission to a secondary
school with academic focus, called “Gymnasium”, depends on prior school performance in preparatory
secondary schools and, in some cases, admission exams. This school type concludes with a degree called
“Gymnasiale Maturität”, which is a requisite for university studies. Students who attain this degree are
eligible to attend any university in Switzerland, although some universities have additional entry exams for
some subjects. Overall, only 20% of 19-years olds attained this degree in 2010. The attainment rate ranges
from 7% in rural Kulm (Aargau) to 42% in Lavaux-Oron (Waadt) near Lausanne. Because of the early
performance-based selection of pupils into preparatory secondary schools at the age of around 11, and the
additional selection into secondary schools at the age of around 14, students (and parents) who aspire for an
academic career must choose schools carefully from an early age on.
Basic health insurance is mandatory in Switzerland and all states are required to offer insurance for all
state residents. Federal regulation ensures that insurance benefits are very similar in all of Switzerland. The
cost of health insurance differs slightly by state. The average cost of health insurance (in the state) ranges
between around 4100 CHF annually in Appenzell Inerrhoden and 6800 CHF in Basel Stadt annually in
201731 . The basic state health insurance contract typically stipulates the hospital, or the set of hospitals,
that is responsible for particular health services, which is usually located in the state of residence. However,
either by paying a small fee or by acquiring additional insurance, patients can seek treatment in out-of-state
hospitals. Given my focus on top-income earners, and based on conversations with high-income foreigners
in the Zürich-area, I believe that differences in health services across states are of negligible importance.
The main railway system of the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB) is funded federally32 , although some states
have additional state-funded railways. Inspection of the railway maps suggests that state border do not appear to act as barries for train services. Similarly, state border do not act as border for highways or other
long-distance roads.
Social transfers in Switzerland are aimed at low-income individuals in need and retirees33 . The potentially
30

Information based on www.bildungssystem.educa.ch/de.
“Krankenkasse: Prämienregionen 2017”, available at www.bfs.admin.ch
32
“Bahninfrastruktur: Unterhalt und Finanzierung kurz erklärt.”, available at https://www.sbb.ch/files/infrastruktur/sbb themenlandschaft/files/SBBIn
33
See also www.economiesuisse.ch/sites/default/files/dossier pdf/dosspol AGK Sozpol 20061113.pdf
31
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most relevant categories of transfers for high-income earners is early childhood education and care, which
is largely private in Switzerland. Differences in subsidies and public support for early childcare may exist,
but are at such a low level that it seems reasonable to assume that they hardly affect the location choices of
top-income earners. Also, subsidies primarly appear to benefit low-income families.
State police, state judiciary and state law enforcement are financed by states. However, overall, it appears
that public safety is not a prominent concern in Switzerland when compared to, for example, the US34 . Local
differences in crime rates reflect population density and urbanity of the municipality35 .

34

Violent crimes are around 6 times more common in the US, see www.nationmaster.com/countryinfo/compare/Switzerland/United-States/Crime
35
https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/deutlich-weniger-straftaten-in-der-schweiz-kriminalstatistik-1.18269192
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Robustness to controlling for local public spending and public services

Table 11: Top income tax rates and residential location choices: robustness to controlling for local public spending and public services
Inventor level
Model
Dependent variable

Discrete choice conditional logit model
Choice between pairs of neighboring
state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
(1)
(2)
(3)
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Level of top income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

4.330

3.966

4.416

Controls public services
School graduation rate, public transport usage,
crime rate

YES

NO

NO

Controls public spending
State spending per-capita (all)
State spending compulsory schooling per-student
State spending secondary schooling per-student
State spending public transport per-capita
State spending police per-capita

NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

Inventor specific controls
Commute driving minutes
Language match French/German
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size, French/German municipality, lakefront
Inventors
avg. McFadden R-squared

YES

YES

YES

1090
0.320

1090
0.306

1090
0.308

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. Same specification as in Table 2 column (3), except controls
for local public spending or public services are included. Because of the substantial computational burden associated with obtaining confidence intervals through bootstrapping, only point estimates are reported.

Rental prices

Table 12: Capitalization of income tax rates in rental prices
Municipality level
OLS

Model
Dependent variable

log rental price

log house price (sale)

50th perc.
(1)

90th perc.
(2)

50th perc.
(3)

90th perc.
(4)

1.803***
[1.251,2.355]

2.008***
[1.331,2.686]

2.261***
[1.403,3.118]

2.857***
[1.883,3.830]

0.285
[-0.0603,0.631]

0.132
[-0.226,0.491]

0.635***
[0.178,1.092]

0.812***
[0.201,1.423]

Income tax progression relative to median income tax rate
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)
-0.260
− log net-of-tax rate (ATR 80,000 CHF)
[-0.643,0.122]

-0.488**
[-0.878,-0.098]

-0.0305
[-0.559,0.498]

-0.0286
[-0.687,0.630]

Level of income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 80,000 CHF)

Level of income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
YES
YES
YES
Border-pair fixed effects
YES
YES
YES
Observations
876
876
876
R-squared
0.868
0.883
0.883
Note: Standard errors clustered at municipality-level in parenthesis, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05,
* p<0.1. Rental price is median per-square-meter rental price in the municipality in 2010, as
provided by Wüest Partner. Estimation is based on pairs of neighboring state border municipalities that lie no further than 5 km apart.
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Tax-elasticities for non-border municipalities

Table 13: Top income tax rates and residential location choices: extending the maximal permissible distance of municipalities to state borders
Inventor level
Discrete choice conditional logit model

Model
Dependent variable

Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities (< X km apart)

Maximal permissible distance
to the state border

(1)

< 10km
(2)

(3)

(4)

< 15km
(5)

(6)

(7)

< 20km
(8)

(9)

2.897

2.820

3.370

3.042

2.010

2.464

3.233

2.175

3.042

-0.068

-0.058

-0.052

-0.048

-0.044

-0.039

Level of top income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)
Other amenities
commute driving time (minutes)

0.117

0.098

0.075

lakefront (binary)

0.535

0.768

0.764

distance national border (km)

-0.066

-0.060

-0.052

french municip. (binary)

-0.013

0.016

0.117

french municip.
× french sp. invt. (binary)

0.208

-0.055

-0.154

french municip.
× german sp. invt. (binary)

-0.577

-0.453

-0.774
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municipality pop. size (thousd.)

Inventors
avg. McFadden R-squared

1946
0.005

1946
0.263

1946
0.431

3781
0.004

3781
0.313

3781
0.520

4975
0.005

4975
0.329

4975
0.532

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. Same specification as in Table 2. Estimation is based
on pairs of municipalities across state border that lie up to 10, 15 or 20 km. Notably, the urban municipalites of Basel and Zürich are
included in the sample. Because of the substantial computational burden associated with obtaining confidence intervals through
bootstrapping, only point estimates are reported.

Robustness to excluding outliers, heavily populated border regions and small states

Table 14: Top income tax rates and residential location choices: robustness to excluding outliers, heavily populated border regions and small states
Inventor level
Discrete choice conditional logit model

Model
Dependent variable
Excluded border regions

Level of top income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)
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Inventor specific controls
Commute driving minutes
Language match French/German
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
Inventors
avg. McFadden R-squared

Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
Exclude heavily populated
border regions with > 15%
state popul. on both sides

Exclude heavily populated
border regions with > 30%
state popul. on one side

Exclude border regions
around central states

(1)

(2)

(3)

4.339

2.643

2.444

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

749
0.327

715
0.311

966
0.296

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. Column (1) excludes the state border regions AR/AI,
AR/SG, SG/TG and BL/SO. Column (2) excludes AR/SG, ZG/ZH, BL/SO and SH/ZH. Column (3) excludes all state border regions
around the states ZG, SZ, UR, OW and NW. Because of the substantial computational burden associated with obtaining confidence
intervals through bootstrapping, only point estimates are reported.

Domestic inventors

Table 15: Domestic inventors: top income tax rates and residential location choices in state border municipalities
Inventor level
Discrete choice conditional logit model

Model
Dependent variable

Choice between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities (< 5 km apart)
Domestic inventors
(1)

(2)

(3)

Pooled: Domestics
and Immigrants
(4)

3.895∗∗∗
[2.299, 5.407]

3.874∗∗∗
[2.228, 5.426]

3.090∗∗∗
[1.481, 5.200]

3.742∗∗∗
[1.653, 4.956]

Tax rate

Level of income tax rates (state-average)
log net-of-tax rate (ATR 500,000 CHF)

log net-of-tax rate × domestic
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Inventor specific controls
Commute driving minutes
Language match French/German
Municipal controls
Distance to border, municipality (pop.) size,
French/German municipality, lakefront
Observations
avg. McFadden R-squared

-0.651
[-1.407, 3.590]
NO
NO

YES
NO

YES
NO

YES
YES (for Imm. Inv.)

NO

NO

YES

YES

2644 Inv.
0.009

2644 Inv.
0.020

2644 Inv.
0.174

3734 Inv.
0.190

Note: Maximum likelihood estimates of the residential location choice model. Columns (1)-(3) present estimates for domestic
Swiss inventors only, i.e. inventors who appear with a Swiss nationality on all of their PCT patent applications. Column (4) pools
domestic and immigrant inventors.

Appendix to Section 5.1
Figure 18: Spatial distribution of R&D-oriented ventures founded by immigrant inventors
Swiss municipalities
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Note: Swiss municipalities as of 11-21-2010. Included R&D-oriented ventures were founded between 2005 and 2012 by an immigrant inventor.
Included inventors are inventors listed on at least one PCT patent filed between 2005 and 2012.

Figure 19: Distribution of distance between the inventor’s residence and the inital registered location of the new R&D-oriented venture
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Note: Left figure shows the density of the distance measured in minutes of driving time between the inventor’s municipality of residence, according
to the PCT patent application that is closest (in time) to the registration date of the venture founded by the inventor, and the municipality where the
R&D-oriented venture of the inventor was registered (initially). Right figure shows cumulative distribution. Note that the innovative activity
captured by the PCT patent application is not necessarily related to the venture. Graph is based on the location of 471 different startups which were
founded between 2005 and 2012. Inventors with multiple startups and startups with multiple inventors as founders are represented multiple times.

Table 16: List of startups of immigrant inventors backed by VC
Name of firm
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BioVersys GmbH
EULITHA GmbH
Memo Therapeutics AG
SpiroChem AG
PIQUR Therapeutics AG
NBE-Therapeutics GmbH
Advanced Osteotomy Tools - AOT AG
CoreMedic AG
GenKyoTex SA
ObsEva SA
PregLem SA
TVP Solar SA
SPINETIX SA
Saiba GmbH
IPST GmbH
Diagnoplex SA
Asceneuron SA
Abionic SA
Lemoptix SA
Aleva Neurotherapeutics SA
Sensima Inspection Sàrl
SWISSto12 SA
DistalMotion SA
KB MEDICAL SA
Rheon Medical SA
nViso SA
Fontself SA
Yourehab AG
CLIMEWORKS GmbH
Virometix AG
Zurich Instruments AG

Sum VC raised in Mio. Euro
2005-2014 if disclosed

Municipality

State

Year of incorporation

7.5∗
0.25
7.3
undisclosed
85.8
23∗
12.6∗
undisclosed
80.45
92
68
12.5
undisclosed
0.29
undisclosed
9.6
30∗
25.8∗
undisclosed
52.5
3
0.13∗
0.13∗
6.5
undisclosed
0.7
3.7
undisclosed
33.5
6.2∗
0.13

Obersiggenthal
Villigen
Basel
Zürich
Basel
Basel
Basel
Biel
Plan-les-Ouates
Cologny
Genève
Genève
Hergiswil
Zell
Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Lausanne
Lausanne
Lausanne
Mont-sur-Rolle
Renens
Ecublens
Lausanne
Lausanne
Lausanne
Préverenges
Lausanne
Renens
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich

AG
AG
BS
ZH
BS
BS
BS
BE
GE
GE
GE
GE
NW
ZH
SH
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
VD
ZH
ZH
ZH
ZH

2008
2006
2012
2011
2011
2012
2010
2006
2006
2012
2006
2008
2006
2012
2007
2005
2012
2010
2008
2008
2009
2011
2012
2012
2010
2005
2008
2010
2009
2009
2008

InSphero AG
Redbiotec AG
ProteoMediX AG
Aeon Scientific AG
Koubachi GmbH
BiognoSYS AG
Malcisbo AG
Sonetik AG

33.74
1.71
17
4.3∗
undisclosed
9
undisclosed
undisclosed

Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Zürich
Bern

ZH
ZH
ZH
ZH
ZH
ZH
ZH
BE

2009
2006
2010
2010
2009
2008
2010
2007

* firms had additional venture capital deals of undisclosed amounts
Notes: List of VC-backed startups that were founded by immigrant PCT inventors in my sample between 2005 and 2012.
Venture capital deals between 2005 and 2014 are considered. VC data stems from Crunchbase. Startups were identified by
matching inventors to firm founders in state company registries, based on name and nationality. The reported municipality
is based on the initial registered address of the company. Companies that were later dissolved are included.
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Firm location model
I focus on R&D-oriented ventures in municipalities which are located within 5 km of distance of a state
border. I find 90 R&D-oriented ventures in 52 distinct state border municipalities which were founded by
immigrant inventors in my sample between 2005 and 2012.
The reduced-form model at the municipality level is analogous to the model described in section 3.3: I
match every state border municipality to the (geographically) closest neighbor and obtain 438 distinct pairs.
If a municipality appears in more than one pair of border municipalities, I include it multiple times in the
dataset and cluster its standard errors. I regress the number of R&D-oriented ventures founded by immigrant
inventors in my sample between 2005 and 2012 in the municipality on tax rates, the number of inventors who
reside in the municipality, a full set of border-pair fixed effects and municipality population size. The location of the venture is given by the municipality in which it is initially registered. I report average marginal
effects from the Poisson specification. Estimates from a Negative Binomial model yield very similar results.
The location choice model at the venture level is estimated exactly like the residential location choice model
for inventors presented in Section 3.2. The dependent variable is the municipality in which the venture is
initially registered. Estimation is based on relative choices between pairs of neighboring state border municipalities that lie no further than 5 km apart. Each municipality is (randomly) assigned a counterfactual
municipality within 5 km of distance in a different state. I exclude 5 ventures from the sample because the
founding inventor’s residence, as reported on the PCT patent application, is found ineligible. In this model,
I include the distance from the municipality of residence of the founding inventor (average distance in the
case of multiple founders) to the counterfactual startup location, in minutes of daily commute driving time36 .
As in the residential location choice model, the top personal income tax rate is the synthetic income tax
rate of the municipality, given by the average top income tax rate in the state excluding municipalities that
lie within 5 km of distance of the municipality under consideration. It is based on tax rates that apply to an
annual income of 500,000 CHF (for a single income earner without children). The corporate income tax rate
is given by the average tax rate levied on an hypothetical annual profit of 400,000 CHF, assuming a capital
stock of 2 Mio. CHF37 . I assign the tax rate of the state capital of the corresponding state, since I do not
have corporate income tax rates for all Swiss municipalties available. The extent to which corporate income
tax rates depend on different levels of profits and capital stocks appears minor and the exact choice of profit
and capital stock is likely inessential38 .
36

Commute driving time is calculated by the one-way driving time multiplied by 2.
In the reduced-form model, I assign tax rates from the year 2010. In the venture location choice model, I assign tax rates from
the year in which the veture was incorporated.
38
Unreported robustness checks for different profit/capital stock choices yield very similar results.
37
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Appendix to Section 5.2
Additional information on patent citation data
I match PCT patent applications and inventors in my dataset to PATSTAT (version Spring 2020). PATSTAT
is a comprehensive international patent database maintained by the European Patent Office (EPO). I focus
on citations by patent applications at the European Patent Office (EPO). The main reason is practical: in
contrast to applications with the Swiss Patent Office, EPO patent applications provide inventor addresses.
Furthermore, a disambiguation for inventors of EPO patents is available via the Icrios database.
I geocode the coordinates of all inventor addresses, which were graciously provided by Felix Pöge, at the
municipality level. As discussed in Section 5.2, I then calculate the straight-line distance between the
(centroids of the) residential municipalities of inventors. In order to exclude self-citations by immigrant inventors, and to track the subsequent patents of domestic co-inventors, I retrieve the inventor disambiguation
provided in the Icrios database.39 Because Icrios only covers patent applications until 2016, I only track
citations until 2016. To increase the chance of detecting self-citations, I use the “recall-oriented” version of
the disambiguation. This allows me to compare the identity of inventors on cited and citing patents.

39

Available at https://www.icrios.unibocconi.eu/wps/wcm/connect/cdr/icrios/home/resources/databases/patents-icrios+database.
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Figure 20: Distribution of distance between the cited inventor’s residence and citing inventor’s residence
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Note: Left figure shows the density of the distance measured in kilometers (straight-line) between the immigrant inventor’s municipality of
residence, recorded on the cited PCT patent application, and the municipality of residence of the citing inventor, recorded on the citing EPO patent
application. For inventor teams, all distinct pairs of cited and citing inventors are included. Note that for citing patents, it is in general not known
whether inventors are domestic or foreign (although they are required to reside in Switzerland). Graph is based on 2647 cited patents and 8562
patent citations.
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Figure 21: Relationship between personal top income tax rate at workplace and propensity to retain employed inventor
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Notes: Graph shows relationship between personal top income tax rate at the initial workplace of an
employed inventor and the probability that the inventor subsequently appears on a PCT patent of an
applicant located in a different municipality than the initial employer. Only inventors who do not become
entrepreneurs are considered. Retention frequences are shown for bin-sizes of income tax rates of 0.5 pp.
Area of circles are proportional to the number of inventors. Fitted line obtained from the linear probability
model retentioni = α + β ∗ T op P ITi + i .
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